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“When the prison doors are opened,
the real dragon will fly out”
Ho Chi Minh

Revolutionary Greetings,
Welcome to our National Jericho Movement Newsletter. Thank you to all of our members and affiliates who
contribute critical information regarding our Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War as well as updates on activities,
events, and actions. Moving forward, we stand in fierce determination and solidarity to free our remaining
Political Prisoners and Prisoners of War still languishing behind the dungeon walls. Our shared vision is that we
will reach a time in this country (and others) wherein there will be no more Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War.
We envision the day when they all will walk free and into the arms of their families—who have been waiting for
decades. We hope you join us in making this a reality.
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“…I cannot disassociate myself from the future that is proposed for my brother.”
Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks, p. 89”

Current Work and Progress
Jericho actively maintains direct connections with our Political Prisoners by visiting or writing them monthly.
We also maintain contact with and assist their families. We monitor health & legal status and provide support
and intervention. We hold political education classes, table at events, travel to give presentations, interviews
and speak on radio shows.
We are actively involved in collaborating with and supporting other organizations and events which are in
alignment with our missions and values to break down walls of injustice, racism, oppression, and Free our
Political Prisoners. Jericho meetings and teleconferences occur during the month nationwide.
We are also focusing on the campaign “In the Spirit of Mandela”, raising funds to support our PP’s, and
addressing health and legal issues. We are assisting our comrades who have finally come home, and we are
actively monitoring the Covid-19 prison crisis by keeping track of latest developments and statistics. We have
been attending many online meetings, calls to action, as well as strategizing on gaining the release of our
Political Prisoners. Lastly, we hope you will connect with some of our powerful allies who are hosting events
and Calls to Action (past and future). As you can see, there are many “boots on the ground”! Free Em All!!

Chairperson’s Corner
Please Check Back Next Month

Jericho Highlights and Tributes
Please Check Back Next Month

Political Prisoners/POWs Updates
1. Medical
Maroon Shoatz: The DOC has canceled Maroon's scheduled chemotherapy treatments.
Maumin Kabir: Maumin is now in North Carolina at a medical facility. He has stage 4 emphysema.
Joy Powell: Joy had surgery on her hand (it was a last resort option).
2. Legal
Kevin Cooper: Governor Newsom did grant Kevin the Innocence Investigation that was requested.
3. Other Political Prisoner Updates:
Please Check Back Next Month
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Political Prisoners/POWs Birthdays: Please Send a Card!
June Birthdays!
Abdullah Georges Ibrahim -Birthday June 2
Lebanese Armed Revolutionary Factions
Contact Information/Prison Address : France
Hundreds march in Paris for freedom for Georges Abdallah, justice for Palestine.
Several hundred people marched in Paris, France on Sunday, 19 June, the
International Day for the Freedom of Revolutionary Prisoners, for freedom
for Georges Ibrahim Abdallah, the Lebanese Arab struggler for Palestine who has
been imprisoned for 32 years in French prisons. Abdallah, who received a life
sentence in 1987, has been eligible for release from prison since 1999. His parole
has been approved twice by the judiciary, once at the highest level – only to be
blocked by the personal intervention of then-Interior Minister (today Prime
Minister, and anti-Palestinian advocate) Manuel Valls, alongside that of then-US Secretary of State (and today
presidential candidate) Hillary Clinton.” See https://www.facebook.com/GeorgesIbrahimABDALLAH/ and
https://www.thejerichomovement.com/profile/abdullah-georges-ibrahim
May Birthdays
ALVARO LUNA HERNÁNDEZ (Xinachtli)- Birthday: May 12
Affiliation: Chicano Political Prisoner
Contact Information/Prison Address
#255735 McConnell Unit, 3001 Emily Drive, Beesville, TX 78102
Captured: July 18, 1996: 50 year sentence.
PAROLE ELIGIBILITY DATE: JULY 18, 2021
“Alvaro Luna Hernandez (Xinachtli) is a political prisoner of the State of Texas and the
U.S. government. He is nearly 35 years into a 50 year prison sentence for an
“aggravated assault” conviction stemming from a July 1996 incident in which he
disarmed a Brewster County Sheriff attempting to shoot him. Alvaro vehemently denies
the charge that he assaulted the Sheriff. To Mexican-Americans in the cities, slums,
plains, deserts, and prison cages of the Southwest, he is a civil rights hero, a Chicano freedom fighter true to his
barrio roots and eternally fearless in the face of injustice. For years, he has been internationally recognized by
amnesty movements and human rights lawyers and experts as a U.S. political prisoner, yet inside the United
States, the name Alvaro Luna Hernandez remains largely elusive on the lips of progressives and social justice
advocates.” https://FreeAlvaro.net
KOJO BOMANI SABABU, (GRAILING BROWN)-Birthday May 27
Affiliation: Black Liberation Army
Contact Information/Prison Address
#39384-066 USP Canaan, P. O. Box 300, Waymart, PA 18472
Letters must be sent to: Smart Communications USP-Canaan,
Grailing Brown #39384-066, P.O. Box 30, Pinellas Park, Fl 32781
Newspapers, books and magazines can still be sent to the address above.
Captured: 1975: Life
“... we must make great strides, reorganizing ourselves to embrace the difficulties we
face. I have no solutions but I will say this: There are some great political minds
contained in America’s prisons, which are growing old as their era of life departs; this
resource needs to be tapped before it expires. Do not abandon the political prisoners and POWs; they are still
insightful with their knowledge and experience.”
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The National Jericho Movement sends
our Beloved PP’s/POW’s
Love, Respect, and Honor
as we Celebrate your Birthday
with Continued hope and Determination for Freedom...Now!

Former & Current Political Prisoner Voices
Report from Mumia Abu Jamal on his health!
5/12/21
“I don't usually do this. This is discussing myself. I find it far more interesting to tell the stories of others, the
revolving globe on which we dwell and the stories spawned by the fragile human condition and the struggles of
humanity for liberation.
But I digress, uncomfortably.
This commentary is about the commentator.
Several weeks ago I underwent a medical procedure known as open heart surgery, a double bypass after it was
learned that two vessels beating through my heart had significant blockages that impaired heart function. This
impairment was fixed by an extremely well trained and young cardiologist who had extensive experience in this
intricate surgical procedure.
I tell you I had no clue whatsoever that I suffered from such a disease. Now to be perfectly honest, I feel fine.
Indeed, I feel more energetic than usual!
I thank you all, my family and friends, for your love and support.
Onwards to freedom with all my heart.
- Mumia Abu-Jamal
https://www.prisonradio.org/media/audio/mumia-abu-jamal-sci-mahanoy/state-mumia-157-mumia-abu-jamal

David Gilbert Message to 2021 Columbia Reunion
International Peace Research Association 2021
"A co-founder of the Columbia University chapter of Students for a Democratic Society in 1966, and a leading
antiwar and anti-imperialist activist since before that, David Gilbert is one of the few remaining US political
prisoners from that period still incarcerated after almost 40 years. This, despite no direct ties to the harming of
any person, a completely clean and nonviolent prison record, and support for his immediate, unconditional
release from prominent Nobel Peace laureates including Archbishop Desmond Tutu, from M.K. Gandhi's granddaughter and Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s daughter, and from the heads of the Episcopal Church, USA, the
Presbyterian Church, Pax Christi International Catholic peace movement, and many others. This presentation
by David to the 2021 Columbia University reunion was facilitated by IPRA Secretary General Matt Meyer, a
long-standing friend of Gilbert's who also works with friendsofdavidgilbert.org" See the speech here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvjtzy71ApI&t=1s

Kevin Cooper responds to news of the granting of an Innocence Investigation
“To: 'Friends, Comrades & Supporters' From: Kevin Cooper June 1, 2021
Dear Comrades in Struggle,
This is Kevin Cooper writing these few things to you. It's been a while since I last sent out a missive letting you
know how I am, so I have decided to do so now. I am COVID-19 free, and have had two Moderna vaccination
shots, and I am negative for that horrible virus. I truly hope that the same can be said by all of you. (Smile)
It's my understanding that all of you now know that Governor Newsom did grant me the Innocence
Investigation that we have been asking him for. We asked Governor Jerry Brown for it too, but that coward
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wouldn't do it. Just so you know, this is the first time in the history of the death penalty in California that a
death row inmate has been granted an innocence investigation. There are a lot of firsts in this case, starting
with the fact that I was the first death row inmate to walk inside that death chamber waiting room in 2004, and
actually walk out of it hours later. Every other person, man or woman, was carried out in a body bag after they
were murdered by this state prison.
This was the first case from death row that the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights took, had a
hearing about, and ruled on, saying that my constitutional rights and human rights were violated by this state.
The first case in which 13 Justices of the 9th circuit court of appeals dissented in, and a 13th while concurring
and upholding the conviction wrote an opinion which agreed with everything that we stated but couldn't grant
me relief because of the 1996 Anti-Terrorism Effective Death Penalty Act signed into law by Bill Clinton. The
first death penalty case in which the president of the American Bar Association wrote a letter in support of a
death row inmate, me. The first to have two different Governors order DNA testing in. And hopefully in the not
too distant future, the first to have a death row inmate walk off of death row from a pardon issued by the
Governor. Throughout all of this you, or many of you, have been with me and sending me your heartfelt
thoughts, prayers, support and anything else that I may have needed. For that, I send you my Gratitude and
Heartfelt Thanks!
While we still have a ways to go, we can see the light at the end of this very long, and very dark tunnel that I am
in. My entire legal team is confident that once this investigation is done they will get me out. In order for us to
even get this investigation ordered, we had to prove our case, and we did! It's very important to me to
communicate with you that we believe that if I do get a pardon because we have not only proved that I am
innocent, but I was framed by those cops in San Bernadino county, and that D.A.'s office, that my case can be
the final nail in the coffin of the death penalty in this state. We will finally bring an end to it...If I am to get off of
this modern day public plantation, I want for you to know that I am going to continue to fight for our human
rights, which most definitely includes ending the death penalty, LWOP which, as you know, is just another form
of the death penalty, and every other crime against humanity that certain people and or institutions love to do
to we oppressed people.
I will hopefully meet some of you in person, and want to work with all of you, even if online, to continue to do
my part in this historic fight for equality, freedom, justice, and everything else that can and will give us all a
better quality of life without oppression. As a Black man in this world and country, as a man of culture and
consciousness and conscience who is not only oppressed but imprisoned and was almost burned alive from the
inside by those torturous lethal injection drugs in 2004, knows who my fight is with, and who it is not with.
My fight is against oppression, and oppressors, that' s it, that's all!
With these few things said, I will end this for now wishing all of you Peace, Good Health & Much Happiness.
In Struggle & Solidarity, Kevin Cooper”

Community Calls for Action
(Ongoing Calls for Action)
Free Ruchell Cinque Magee (ongoing)
”Three rallies were held across California March 17 to
commemorate the longest-held political prisoner Ruchell
“Cinque” Magee’s 82nd birthday. Ruchell received a
tremendous outpouring of renewed support in his fight for
freedom after 58 years of unjust imprisonment. These efforts
are being led by the Coalition to Free Ruchell Magee, of which
the Party for Socialism and Liberation is an endorser and
leading member. Over 60 organizations, media outlets, and
prominent individuals have endorsed the coalition’s call for
Governor Gavin Newsom and L.A. District Attorney George Gascón to re-evaluate Magee’s unjust sentencing
and set him free.” “Coalition to Free Ruchell Magee supporter Marcy Alvarez captured the spirit of the event by
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stating that “This movement, we’re looking for a result and that result is to free Ruchell Magee. It’s a travesty
that this man has been in prison for this long.” The coalition is actively seeking endorsements! Please visit
www.freeruchellmagee.org/endorse to sign on as an individual, organization, or media outlet.” For more
actions and details see https://www.freeruchellmagee.org/
Maroon: Urgent action needed!!! (Ongoing)
“Our beloved elder Russell Maroon Shoatz, suffering
stage 4 cancer for the last year and a half, has now
been diagnosed with COVID-19. This infection is no
doubt a result of the “full-blown resurgence” of the
virus in Pennsylvania state prisons, and the callous
disregard shown by prison authorities to elderly and
infirm incarcerated people, including withheld testing
and unhygienic isolation of those who report
symptoms. Maroon is asking that all supporters call the
office of Pennsylvania Governor Tom Wolf and demand
his immediate, unconditional release, as well as that of
ALL elderly prisoners infected with COVID-19. Please
call (717) 787-2500and keep the pressure on! All PA
based organizations, please sign a community letter demanding the immediate release of Russell Maroon
Shoatz: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScx2SeLR-Z1f3XLp0F9BopPRDZyVKbldUwh7wker97yr7DMw/viewform New Go-Fund Me to support the Shoatz Family https://www.gofundme.com/f/support-for-theshoatz-family-fighting-injustice For sample tweets and graphics, check out the #FreeMaroon Social media kit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MaFFFcaplSjN2MdoL0eYSQomEaKoW30PezJHNIVkSf8/edit
Continue to Call Governor Tom Wolf: Contact: (717) 787-2500. Russell Shoatz’s health is rapidly deteriorating.
His DOC is #AF3855.Demand Immediate Release of Russell Maroon Shoatz. They track the calls from different
phones and how many times the same number calls so please keep calling and activate your networks.Our
sincere gratitude for all of your support. https://www.instagram.com/p/CHl85lFhiAm/
CALL-IN CAMPAIGN FOR ED POINDEXTER--Demand Freedom for Ed Poindexter (ongoing)
”Please phone the Nebraska Pardons
Board as many times as you and your
friends, comrades, associates, and family
can. Please give your name and the state
that you live in, and if you can, leave a
phone number. CALL: Governor Pete
Ricketts 402-471-2244, Attorney General
Peterson: 402-471-2683, Secretary of State
Evnen: 402-471-2554. Please share this
campaign, write a letter to the Pardons
Board and sign the online petition:
http://chng.it/vctskKv49k Ed would be
very grateful. We would also appreciate if
you could send us a copy of your letter to: freedomfored@gmail.com EMAIL: ne.pardonsboard@nebraska.gov
WRITE: Nebraska Board of Pardons, P.O. Box 95007, Lincoln, NE 68509. See
https://www.jerichony.org/edpoindexter.html for further info and a script see. You can read more about Ed
here: http://freepoindexter.comhttps://prisonersolidarity.com/prisoner/edward-poindexter. We also have a
new central website for the campaign: www.freepoindexter.com
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Bring Imam Jamil Home In The Next 6-12 Months! organized by Kairi Al-Amin (Ongoing)
”As-Salaamu Alaikum, For 20+ years we’ve been fighting not just for the freedom of my father, H. Rap
Brown/Imam Jamil, but also to prove his innocence. My Name is Kairi Al-Amin, son of Imam Jamil Al-Amin and
before we go any further, on behalf of myself, my father and my family I would just like “As-Salaamu Alaikum,
For 20+ years we’ve been fighting not just for the freedom of my father, H.
Rap Brown/Imam Jamil, but also to prove his innocence. A video of the actual
perpetrator confessing under oath to the murder my father is currently
serving life in prison for.” Watch The Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uWXNr1BaI88&feature=youtu.be
For full petition see: https://www.change.org/p/fulton-county-districtattorney-paul-howard-new-trial-for-imam-jamil-al-amin-fka-h-rapbrown/u/27297316

Mutulu Shakur: Support Parole and Compassionate Release for Dr. Mutulu Shakur (ongoing)
“ Dr. Shakur has received a diagnosis of life-threatening advanced bone
marrow cancer. He had already been diagnosed with type 2 diabetes,
hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and glaucoma. In 2013, he suffered from
a stroke that required several months for recovery. In 2019 he
experienced increasing pain; after months of medical neglect, advanced
bone marrow cancer was diagnosed. Now Mutulu is suffering from
extensive painful bone lesions, caused by the growth of the bone
marrow cancer in parts of his spine, ribs and pelvis. The cancer has also
destroyed a large area of bone around his right 7th rib, replacing bone
with cancer cells, creating a propensity to break. Dr. Shakur is 69 years
old and aging in prison after 34 years of incarceration. He needs
treatment and recovery in humane conditions immediately. We fear for
his survival and his life. Please sign the online petition using the link if you have not yet and continue to share it:
Sign the Petition: bit.ly/cr-petition. You can donate at mutulushakur.com.”
Online Fundraiser for Joy Powell (ongoing)
“Joy’s family recently covered some legal
expenses in order to proceed to the next step
in appealing her wrongful conviction. The
online fundraiser is to cover these costs as well
as any future costs for her support. We are still
seeking options for pro bono counsel to keep
these costs as low as possible, but even with
pro bono representation there will be filing
fees, legal visit costs, etc. Every dollar truly
counts, and Joy is very appreciative of
everyone’s support. The link for the fundraising
page ishttps://fundrazr.com/freejoypowell,
and we have added a link to her website at https://www.freejoypowell.org/support/. We also posted a link on
the Facebook page for her (Free Joy Powell). Please share these with your social networks! Don’t hesitate to let
us know if there are any questions and THANK YOU for helping spread the word about this important step to
secure Joy’s freedom. -Philly ABC and NYC Jericho”
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Release or Home Confinement for Dr. Aafia Siddiqui from Coronavirus Infected Prison (Ongoing)
“Other than Seagoville Prison, which is also located in
Dallas-Fort Worth and has 1,359 cases, Carswell has the
largest COVID-19 outbreak of any U.S. prison. The 48year old Dr. Siddiqui has been imprisoned since she was
31. She has been in very poor health for much of this
time, including appearing in a wheel chair at her New
York trial, due to the extremely harsh—some would say
unlawful—conditions of her capture as well as her
incarceration. She is clearly at grave risk from COVID-19.”
See https://www.change.org/p/donald-j-trump-releaseor-home-confinement-for-dr-aafia-siddiqui-fromcoronavirus-infected-prison (Photo from
https://www.change.org/p/donald-j-trump-release-or-home-confinement-for-dr-aafia-siddiqui-from-coronavirus-infected-prison)

The Freedom Campaign for Sundiata Acoli (Ongoing)
“A former employee of NASA and a civil rights era Freedom
Rider, Sundiata Acoli turned 84 on January 14. The college
graduate and grandfather of two has been incarcerated for
over forty-seven years. Acoli has been consistently denied
parole for more than twenty-five of those years, going all the
way back to 1994. The Sundiata Acoli Freedom Campaign
(SAFC) is the largest coordinated campaign to free Acoli since
his incarceration and follows years of behind the scenes
advocacy and legal filings.
For more information visit our Facebook page or email
Sundiataacolifc@gmail.com.”See:”The Freedom Campaign for
Sundiata Acoli with Soffiyah Elijah”here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
UPUb7RO3pisSoffiyah&feature=youtu.be

Parole Letters Needed for Xinachtli(Ongoing)
“Xinachtli, as many of you know, means literally in English, “Seed,” or,
as Comrade “X” likes to phrase, it from a prisoner’s perspective,
“Germinating Seed” and s/n Alvaro Luna Hernandez, is a
Chicano/Mexicano-Anarchist Communist and Anti-Imperialist
Internationally-recognized Political Prisoner, has suffered long
enough from a (50-year) bogus Aggravated Assault conviction rife
with racist civil rights abuse and judicial misconduct. Presently,
Xinachtli is preparing for his (1st) upcoming ‘Parole Review Hearing,’
on July 18, 2021. We are in need of help with a groundswell of
support from the Prison Abolitionists, Human Rights, Indigenous, and
Prison Activist Movement communities. TBPP suggests that FEW,
clear & concise letters are preferred, to place in his case-file for
review; lazy eyes is a disguise with TBPP Parole Panels. Include in the
letter that Xinachtli, though he has tested ‘COVID-19 -negative,’ and in recent months received a ‘flu shot,’ has
hypertension that’s medicated, and is ostensibly cured of Hep-C, he nonetheless will be 69 years old May 12th,
2021; so the Corona Virus danger rages on! Also include a solid confirmation that there’s a solid support
system waiting, available opportunities of employment, residence, and transportation, as well as
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psychological/coping support and a period of adjustment, are all important—he’s been in a solitary ‘timecapsule, the worldwide ‘spider’ web has exploded on the social scene since his conviction in June of 1997. We
are working on preferably a place here in the Austin/Metro area, or in West Texas, Lubbock, and/or
Midland/Odessa region—but not near Alpine, except to visit family. Please address all your Letters of Support
for Xinachtli with his registered name, ALVARO LUNA HERNANDEZ, and prison number, TDCJ-CID#00255735, to:
Texas Department of Criminal Justice -Parole Division, Attn: Correspondence, Post Office Box 13401, Austin,
Texas 78711” See https://nycabc.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/updates-15-dec-2020.pdf
Free Leonard Peltier! (Ongoing)
”The International Leonard Peltier
Defense Committee has launched an
urgent appeal for funds to support legal
efforts to free this Native political
prisoner, who has been held in U.S.
dungeons for 45 years. Peltier is a leader
of the American Indian Movement, who
was framed and jailed for the 1975
deaths of two FBI agents who had
invaded the Jumping Bull compound on
Pine Ridge Reservation and started a
shootout at dawn, over a warrant for
alleged theft of a pair of cowboy boots.
(tinyurl.com/y4ncc5ee)”“At Peltier’s request, lawyers will be working to get him transferred closer to his family
on the Turtle Mountain Reservation in North Dakota. Second, his legal team will continue to work on a possible
parole hearing for early summer. Third, the attorney in Peltier’s first-amendment case in Seattle, Wash., is
prepared for trial this summer. Despite strong support by former U.S. Attorney James Reynolds, 55 members of
Congress and international dignitaries including Bishop Desmond Tutu, the U.S. government refuses to release
Peltier, whose health is rapidly failing after more than four decades of incarceration. To make a donation to
Peltier’s legal effort and to support his campaign for freedom, please go to the ILPDC Facebook Page
(facebook.com/PeltierHQ/) and to the fundraiser (tinyurl.com/yxtkb77a) This is the year to free Leonard
Peltier!” See https://fundrazr.com/e1lwxe?ref=ab_39woXa_ab_0RczzOepD4l0RczzOepD4l
Free Ruchell Cinque Magee (ongoing)
“Free Ruchell “Cinque” Magee, 81-year-old political prisoner held unjustly
for 57 years. Ruchell “Cinque” Magee is the longest-held political prisoner
in the United States. He is now 81 years old, and due to the joint risk of the
COVID-19 crisis on top of the poor conditions inside California prisons he
needs attention, respect, and justice now more than ever! Read more at:
https://www.liberationnews.org/free-ruchell-cinque-magee/EnEspañol:
https://www.liberationnews.org/libertad-para-ruchell-cinque-magee/
Article by Kiilu Nyasha (2017): https://sfbayview.com/2017/02/ruchellcinque-magee-sole-survivor-of-the-aug-7-1970-courthouse-slaverebellion/“
See petition: https://www.change.org/p/pardon-ruchell-cinque-magee
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Support SF Bay View -PLEASE DONATE NOW (ongoing)
“The San Francisco Bay View National Black Newspaper is doing an April fundraiser to keep Black media alive
and keep our voices loud! Read and learn: www.sfbayview.com. Without Black media, there is no learning the
depth and breadth of Black history to lead the charge forward to dismantling systems of oppression and
envisioning what can take its place. Without funding, there
is no Black media. We want to make sure you can get those
tax deductions, so mark your donation as for our nonprofit
organization HRIN and we will send you a donation
acknowledgment letter.
We need your help to make sure the voices of the people
are heard and media stays independent! DONATE TODAY!
Learn about us and the work we do at www.sfbayview.com.”
See https://www.gofundme.com/f/fundraiser-for-the-bayview-newspaper
(Photo retrieved from SF Bay View)

Support the Black Panther Party Alumni Legacy Network! (Ongoing)
“The BPP Alumni Legacy Network is composed of original
Black Panther Party members passionate individuals,
elected official’s community organizations, educational
institutions, and community-oriented businesses that not
only have their own well-being at heart but also have a
passion for every member of the community to live long
prosper and grow educationally, socially, and
economically from generation to generation. Together we
embrace the legacy of the 63 documented social service
programs created and implemented by original Black
Panther Party members that grew out of the 10-point
and program of the Party. Now is the time to come
together to use our knowledge and collective resources
to lay the foundation for self-determination and
generational prosperity that will only be established thru
our efforts. Join Us!!” “Donate to Black Panther Legacy
Network. B.P.P. Legacy Network is seeking to build a
network of “legacy keepers” who are already doing
community work as well as educate anyone who wants to
bridge the gap of knowledge from the time of the BPP to
the present. Donations are tax-deductible under as a
non-profit through the Pledge Group Foundation 501(c)3,
B.P.P. Legacy Keepers.” See
https://bppalumnilegacynetwork.org/
“In a historic rare collaboration, Destroy Art Inc. is
granted access to sell Black Panther merchandise by artist
John Yates aka Stealworks. 50% of all sales is donated
back to the Black Panther Alumni Legacy Network.To purchase the All Power to the People collection and
support the Black Panther Alumni Legacy Network go to: https://ap2tp.bigcartel.com/.
(Photo’s retrieved from https://bppalumnilegacynetwork.org/)
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(New Calls for Action)
Rising up with Palestine! May 18
“Palestinian youth are calling on the
international community to support an
unprecedented general strike across all of
historic Palestine and a day of action throughout
the diaspora, tomorrow, May 18th.
“We will continue to strike, organize, and protest
for as long as the occupation exists. Liberation is
within our reach.” Join Palestinians in this
global day of action by planning an action at an
Israeli consulate or embassy near you, holding a
protest or vigil for Palestinians killed by Israeli
terror, publicly committing to Palestinian liberation and BDS, and calling on your government to place sanctions
on Israel.” See https://palestinianyouthmovement.com/may-18-strike
Samidoun: Join Palestine's General STRIKE - Tuesday 18 May! Take action around the world. May 18
“Tomorrow, 18 May, is a general strike in Palestine. Below, you'll find the
call to action and a series of events that you can join to take action!
Your struggle and solidarity everywhere is a part of the Palestinian, Arab
and international liberation struggle -- join us! For up-to-the-minute
updates (in Arabic), follow Samidoun in Occupied Palestine. See the
Global Calendar of Resistance: Join these events to defend Palestine!”To
view all events see: https://samidoun.net/2021/05/global-calendar-ofresistance-join-these-events-to-defend-palestine/

PETITION: Drop the Charges Against BLM Protesters May 19
“Last summer, the police murders of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor ignited an unprecedented wave of
resistance to police violence and institutional racism across the United States. Across the country in
communities large and small, millions of people put their lives on the line during the COVID-19 pandemic to say
Black Lives Matter. These historic demonstrations were met with brutal police repression and an onslaught of
federal charges brought by the Trump Administration. The Department of Justice, under the direction of
Attorney General William Barr, brought federal charges against more than 350 protesters. We are calling on
President Joe Biden, Vice President Kamala Harris, and Attorney General Merrick Garland to #DropTheCharges
against Black Lives Matter demonstrators. If your organization would like to co-sign the petition, please
complete the form for organizational endorsements here:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf1eV9urWBkwS0Jee3T8sjvYfG8_TL6eEyYZ7K0De_k6QXG_Q/viewf
orm. Organizational endorsements will be added to the list below as they come in, and included on the final
letter sent to Biden, Harris, and Garland.
https://www.nlg.org/tell-the-biden-administration-dropthecharges-against-blm-protesters/”
https://actionnetwork.org/petitions/drop-the-charges-blm
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BOYCOTT: People of conscience: Palestinians ask you to boycott Israel May 20
“The current Israeli war against Palestinians – in Gaza, Jerusalem, Lydd, Acre, Haifa and elsewhere – and the
Palestinian resistance evoke multiple definitions. Conflict, apartheid, resistance, retaliation, self-defense,
ethical journalism, co-existence, and justice are among the definitions that are hotly contested. Sometimes the
debate itself is used to justify an immoral both-sides-ing that stymies indignation and the duty to act.To remind
the world of this duty, and to protest Israel’s horrific attacks, part of what many Palestinians define as an
ongoing Nakba, Palestinians everywhere observed a general strike on Tuesday. Through it, we asserted our
unity as an Indigenous people with an overarching quest for liberation, and reiterated our appeal for
meaningful international solidarity, especially in the form of Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS).Inspired
by the South African anti-apartheid struggle and the US civil rights movement, the nonviolent, anti-racist BDS
movement was launched in 2005 by the broadest coalition in Palestinian society. It calls for ending Israel’s 1967
occupation, upholding the right of Palestinian refugees to return to their lands, and ending Israel’s
institutionalized and legalized system of racial domination, which meets the UN definition of apartheid, as
recently acknowledged by Human Rights Watch.” See
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/may/19/boycott-divest-sanction-the-israeli-state
DEMAND MEDICAL CARE FOR RUSSELL MAROON SHOATZ! May 26
“TOMORROW: WEDNESDAY, MAY 26TH @ 10:00 AM - 12:00 NOON &
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM (eastern time) 7:00 AM - 10:00 AM & 12:00 NOON 2:00 PM (pacific time) The DOC has canceled Maroon's scheduled
chemotherapy treatments. Maroon is very upset about this and the
DOC has not rescheduled these life-saving treatments. We must take
action by calling, faxing, texting and emailing all those below who are
responsible...
PA Governor Tom Wolf, Phone: 717-787-2500 ext. 3, FAX: 717-7728284 Brunelle.Michael@gmail.com, govcorrespcrm@pa.gov, facebook:
@governorwolf, @TomWolfPA, Instagram: @governortomwolf Philly
DA Larry Krasner, Phone: 267-567-1000, justice@phila.gov, Twitter:
@DA_LarryKrasnerInstagram: @larrykrasner PA DOC Secretary John
Wetzel, Phone: 717-728-2573, jowetzel@state.pa.us, Racrpadocsecretary@pa.gov Prison SCI Dallas, Phone: 570-675-1101, PA DOC, Christopher Oppman: Deputy
Secretary for Administration who oversees healthcare, Phone: 717-728-4122
SUGGESTED SCRIPT
My name is __________________ and I demand:
1. The immediate scheduling of necessary chemotherapy treatments for Russell Maroon Shoatz #AF-3855, who
has stage 4 cancer and is recovering from COVID-19.
2. The immediate consideration for a compassionate release. He is 77 years old and meets all criteria for release
of inmates to prevent the spread of COVID-19, including having not committed a violent crime in the last
decade.
Russell Shoatz’s health is rapidly deteriorating. Demand Immediate Release of Russell Maroon Shoatz #AF-3855.
They track the calls from different phones and how many times the same number calls so please keep calling
and activate your networks. Our sincere gratitude for all of your support.”
ACTION NEEDED: One week left to end life-without-parole sentences in NYS and increase parole release rates
May 26
“Please read and circulate THIS STATEMENT from the People’s Campaign for Parole Justice - and then
participate in any of the rallies and marches listed on the RAPPCampaign.com/events page. We need the
support right now of people who agree that no one should be excluded based on the crime of conviction
(mostly used to exclude people convicted of crimes involving injury or death of police). If we can pass these
bills in NYS it will move all other states and the federal system as well.” See http://rappcampaign.com/wpcontent/uploads/Heastie-prioritize-parole.pdf
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Tell Biden: Stop Line 3 May 28
“I’ve just returned to the Cheyenne River Nation from the frontlines of the Stop Line 3 movement in Minnesota.
An incredible and growing coalition — led largely by Indigenous women — has formed to put an end to this
pipeline, a grave threat to sacred lands and water. Like Keystone XL would have, Line 3 is slated to carry huge
quantities of ultra-toxic tar sands oil through the homelands of Indigenous communities. I genuinely hope you’ll
join me and the rest of the Lakota Law team in supporting this critical fight. Please stand with the Anishinaabe
Peoples and sign onto our petition to President Biden. Tell him to Stop Line 3 right now.” See
https://action.lakotalaw.org/action/stop-line-3
National March for Palestine | #SanctionIsrael May 29
“We need to go big and bold right now for Palestinian liberation now that a ceasefire has gone into effect. No
return to the status quo. It is time for Israeli settler-colonialism, ethnic cleansing, apartheid, military occupation,
and blockade to be dismantled now! Today, we’re launching a new national campaign with a petition to Biden
to sanction Israel now, and calling for a national march on Washington, DC a w/ USCMO and our partners on
Saturday, May 29. Visit our new website sanctionisrael.org for the details. For bus information, visit
ampalestine.org/NationalMarch. See https://www.facebook.com/events/2789260121384737/
CALLING ALL BLACK POWER & BLACK LIVES MATTER ACTIVISTS: THERE ARE MILLIONS OF BLACK & BROWN
PEOPLE LIVING IN CUBA WHO SUFFER FROM THE RACIST UNITED STATES 50 YEAR LONG ECONOMIC
BLOCKADE May 30
“Join Us On Sunday, May 30th For A Rally
And Car & Bike Caravan In North West
Harlem
(aka Washington Heights) To Demand An
End To Both The Illegal 50 Year U.S.
Economic Blockade On Cuban People And
It's Military Occupation Of Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba !! 1:30 PM: Cars and Bikes Will
Gather At Holyrood Church, 715 W. 179th
Street & Broadway
2:00 PM: Car and Bike Caravan Leaves
Holyrood Church, 715 W. 179th Street &
Broadway
2:30 PM: Cuba Solidarity Rally At Duarte
Triangle, 170th Street & Broadway”

PETITION: Free Horace Peterson! Michigan man serves life in prison for murder he didn't commit May 30
“While 2020 was tough on America, it was particularly tough on Horace Peterson. For 48 years, Peterson has
been wrongly incarcerated after being convicted of felony first-degree murder for a crime he didn’t commit.
In 1973, a judge sentenced Peterson to life without parole. He robbed a record store in Flint, Michigan. However,
during the robbery, his accomplice shot and killed the clerk without him knowing what was going to happen or
with him being in the same room of the shooting. He had no idea what was about to happen and his
accomplice has recently admitted that to the family.” See https://www.change.org/p/gretchen-whitmer-freehorace-peterson-michigan-man-serves-life-in-prison-for-murder-he-didn-t-commit
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Stop Solitary, Stop Torture: Rally and Press Conference June 1- 2
“Join the Human Rights Coalition, Abolitionist Law Center, and the Solidarity Not Solitary PA-CAIC campaign for
a rally and press conference on June 1-2 to End Solitary Confinement in PA! Both events will be held at Eastern
State Penitentiary--the birthplace of solitary confinement--at 2027 Fairmount, Philadelphia PA 19130.
On June 1 from 4:30-6pm, survivors of solitary will share why the practice is so damaging and why it stands as
one of the central and most oppressive aspects of the state’s prison system of warehousing and control. We will
also honor and stand in solidarity with those currently in the Hole as they undergo the dehumanizing isolation
of solitary and call on ourselves as a community to stand with them. There will be a replica of a solitary cell and
the chance to write to and connect with people in solitary, and to donate to the Solidarity No Solitary fund for
people inside solitary now. The following day on June 2 at 10am there will be a press conference to announce
new legislation that would limit to solitary to 15 days. Both events will be fully outside, with masks required.
See https://www.facebook.com/events/1047445945785151”
Lakota People's Law Project: Take action for truth and healing June 3
“Osiyo, Friend, With a heavy heart but with clear eyes, I write to you today as Lakota Law’s newest team
member. Global Indigenous communities are mourning over the recent discovery of a mass grave containing
the human remains of 215 children at the Kamloops Indian Residential school in Canada. This discovery is not
the first and will not be the last. Residential and boarding schools occupy a long and bloody, but recent, chapter
in the story of Turtle Island’s colonization. The last school didn’t close until 1978. This reality is not isolated to
Canada. America has and will continue to discover similar tragedies. I therefore ask for your solidarity. Please
sign and share our petition to Congress and the president. Tell them to form a Truth and Healing Commission
today. America must begin to confront its own history of genocide and Indian boarding schools.” See
https://action.lakotalaw.org/action/truth-and-healing
ZIM IS HERE! MOBILIZE AT 6AM AT THE PORT OF OAKLAND #BLOCKTHEBOAT June 4
“ZIM IS DOCKING IN OAKLAND FRIDAY, JUNE 4TH! TIME TO
PROTEST THE APARTHEID-PROFITEERING ZIM SHIP!
After delaying an Israel-operated vessel from docking in the
port of Oakland for over two weeks, #BlockTheBoat is
mobilizing thousands to block its unloading!
WHAT: Mass community picket to block Israeli ZIM-operated
cargo ship from unloading in the Port of Oakland
WHEN: Starting at 6 am, Friday, June 4, 2021
WHERE: Middle Harbor Shoreline Park, 2777 Middle Harbor
Rd, Oakland. Shuttles will be taking people from West
Oakland BART to Middle Harbor Shoreline Park beginning at
5:30am. Please look out for signs around BART and on vehicles.
More information: bit.ly/btbaccess. Real-time updates can be
accessed by subscribing to alerts at (812) 562-5946. For weeks,
the Arab Resource & Organizing Center’s (AROC)
#BlocktheBoat campaign has mobilized communities to
successfully prevent the docking of vessels operated by Israeli shipping company ZIM. Over 5,000 people have
signed up to answer the call to action at the Port of Oakland in solidarity with Palestine and the international
BDS movement. Following AROC’s calls for a community picket at the port, the ZIM-operated Volans ship
delayed docking in Oakland for 17 days. The ship is now scheduled to dock in the port of Oakland on the
morning of June 4th, 2021. Thousands of Bay Area residents, organized labor, and community activists will
mobilize tomorrow, June 4th, 2021, starting at 6:00 am at Middle Harbor Shoreline Park, Port of Oakland, to
prevent the unloading of the Volans’ cargo. AROC has called for an international week of action to
#BlockTheBoat from June 2 - June 9th. Social justice organizations in port cities are organizing community
pickets to prevent ZIM ships from unloading anywhere.” See https://blocktheboat.org/transportation-andaccessibility/
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Parole Justice March June 5
“New York City organizers from the People's Campaign for Parole Justice will be holding a March for Parole
Justice urging Assembly Speaker Carl Heastie and Senate Majority Leader Andrea Stewart-Cousins to take action
to pass the Elder Parole and Fair & Timely Parole bills before the end of the New York Legislative Session. We
welcome community members, advocates, and other organizers to join us in this march and people directly
impacted by the issues these bills will solve are welcome to speak out for #ParoleJusticeNY. We'll be out for
about two hours with properly worn face masks required. Can you join us for this march? Can you invite others?
Please let us know! Please register now to confirm your attendance at http://bit.ly/parole-justice-march.”
Halt Solitary: 6/5 March for Parole Justice, 6/7 March to End Solitary June 5-7
“Please join the People's Campaign for Parole Justice for
a march on Saturday, June 5 at 12 pm to demand
passage of Elder Parole and Fair & Timely Parole. RSVP
at bit.ly/parole-justice-march and please share this flyer
widely! The march will begin at Governo Cuomo's office
at 633 3rd Ave. at 12 pm, and end outside the legislative
office building at 250 Broadway at 2 pm. With the end
of the legislative session nearing, please join and recruit
others to join in order to show massive support for
parole justice.” See bit.ly/parole-justice-march . Please
join Layleen's sister Melania Brown, Kalief's brother
Akeem Browder, and other members of the
#HALTsolitary Campaign and Jails Action Coalition for a
march and rally on June 7, beginning at 10 am at 100
Centre Street and ending with a rally at 11 am outside
of NYC City Hall, at the Broadway side entrance
(Broadway & Murray). We will march from the
courthouse to city hall and honor Layleen and Kalief by expressing our outrage and demanding New York City
finally and truly end solitary confinement now in all its forms!”
ACTIONS: Remembering & Honoring Kalief Browder June 6
“Today marks six years since Kalief Browder https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/kalief-browder1993-2015 died as a result of solitary confinement and other abuses he endured as a child in jail in New York
City. Please take a moment today to remember and honor Kalief and his family. Please also join Kalief's brother
Akeem, as well as Melania Brown, for a march and rally tomorrow to honor Kalief, and Layleen Polanco, and
demand New York City immediately and truly end solitary confinement. Use the below sample social media
posts to share outrage about Kalief, demand action from political leaders, and spread the word about
tomorrow's march. Sample Social Media Posts Today. Please download and include this image
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GkpZHkhTqVADIWGsO-i3_lOIMIa3BLs6/view and use in your posts, including
these sample posts: 1. Kalief Browder died 6 years ago after being tortured in solitary confinement as a child.
@NYCMayor plans to expand a new form of solitary where people are still locked in a cell 24/7
@NYCSpeakerCoJo, @KeithPowersNYC: City Council must pass legislation now to truly end solitary! 2. Kalief
Browder died 6 years ago today. As a child, he was tortured in solitary confinement for years. NYC Mayor
promised to end solitary but instead plans to expand a new form of solitary where people are still locked in a
cell 24 hours a day. Join tomorrow to share your outrage. 3. Kalief Browder died 6 years ago after being
tortured in solitary confinement as a child. @NYCMayor plans to expand new forms of solitary where people
are still locked in a cell 24/7. @JJAatFPWA @Stan_Fortune: The Board of Correction must amend its rules now
to truly end solitary!” See Haltsolidarity.
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Honor Layleen & Kalief by Demanding NYC End Solitary Confinement -March & Rally June 7
“Please join Layleen's sister Melania Brown, Kalief's brother
Akeem Browder, and other members of the #HALTsolitary
Campaign and Jails Action Coalition for a march and rally on
June 7, beginning at 10 am at 100 Centre Street and ending
with a rally at 11 am outside of NYC City Hall, at the Broadway
side entrance (Broadway & Murray). We will march from the
courthouse to city hall and honor Layleen and Kalief by
expressing our outrage and demanding New York City finally
and truly end solitary confinement now in all its forms! Please
wear red or black.” See Haltsolidarity.

RAPP: Join Us TOMORROW, June 8, 11 AM in Albany for a Rally for Parole Justice! June 8
“Join us tomorrow, Tuesday, June 8, 11 am in Albany to rally for
Parole Justice. The New York State Legislature MUST pass Elder
Parole and Fair & Timely Parole THIS SESSION! We will be meeting
at West Capitol Park, State Street side (nearest corner is S. Swan
St.). Stay tuned for plans for Wednesday events as well. Sign up
here: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeZAlc5H27cDfBE_5VafmqY5gKo
VUApRaJXt2geQoSQgK11A/viewform”

Take action 12-19 June: Week of Action to Free Georges Abdallah June 12-19
“Join the international week of action between
12 and 19 June for the liberation of Georges
Abdallah! Georges Abdallah is a Lebanese
Communist struggler for Palestinian liberation
imprisoned in France since 1984 and the longestheld political prisoner in Europe. The call for this
international week of action was launched by the
Unitary Campaign for the Liberation of Georges
Abdallah and supported by a joint appeal signed
by Samidoun Palestinian Prisoner Solidarity
Network and the Collectif Palestine Vaincra,
alongside many other organizations, emphasizes
that “Your release is our determination and our
commitment, so that this 37th year of detention
that you face, strong in your conscience, with
constant resistance, may finally be the end of this
‘little eternity that is life imprisonment.'” The call
emphasizes, “We, the signatories of this text, are
launching a call to amplify, coordinate and
converge, in particular, our mobilization, from 12
to 19 June 2021, in France and around the world, for a week of national and international actions for the
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release of Georges Abdallah.” Events and actions are being organized in France around the world, including the
French national demonstration in Paris on 19 June as well as a solidarity video and art action in Austin, Texas.
These mobilizations are an important occasion to escalate the campaign for the liberation of Georges Abdallah,
who has become a Palestinian, Arab and international symbol of the struggle against imperialism, Zionism and
reactionary Arab regimes.” For action items and posters to download see: https://samidoun.net/2021/06/takeaction-12-19-june-week-of-action-to-free-georges-abdallah/
Tuesday in NYC: Emergency Protest to Defend Palestine! June 16
“Tuesday, 15 June @ 5:30 pm. Zionist Mission to the UN, 800
2nd Ave, NYC. Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/events/1159667421200689 Join a
day of rage by Palestinians in Jerusalem/Al-Quds, across
occupied Palestine, in the refugee camps, and throughout the
diaspora to resist a massive ‘flag march’ against Al-Aqsa
Mosque by Zionist settlers.”

Cuba and Puerto Rico are the two wings of the same bird! June 18
“Protest and Picket for Puerto Rico and Cuba on Friday June 18th at 5pm at Ralph Bunche Park!”
“The ProLibertad Freedom Campaign
www.ProLibertad.org
ProLibertad@hotmail.com
Facebook.com/ProLibertadFC
Twitter: @ProLibertad
Instagram: @ProLibertadFC
ProLibertadTV/YouTube Channel
Telephone: 718-601-4751”
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STAND WITH THE WORLD AS THE UN VOTES AGAINST THE US ANTI-CUBA BLOCKADE! June 20 & 23

Community Events & Resources
(May 15-June 15, 2021)
Pictures from the Rally/March for Palestine Nakba Buffalo, NY May 15
https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipMRRKACdFSYCsHRVyGU1vpGIPKpva4LIk6wrtaLdsAyzXdewb06NPaF3x4oeag3w?pli=1&key=dDFsWFZJLXdOc0xyTFBSOEt4SGFJdkdvRmFNbTZB
Ralph Poynter: What's Happening, Tuesday, May 18, 2021- Call in 1 (347) 857-3293 @ 9-10pm ET May 18
“The World watches & cries ‘crocodile tears’ (maybe) over Palestine. The history of the League of Nations & the
United Nations informs us that PERCEIVED INTEREST DOMINATE all nations.”
1. NEWS ANALYSIS - An anatomy of oppression requires an anatomy of colonialism/imperialism i.e. An anatomy
of the American Capitalist System: Ralph Poynter, Tom Siracuse, Joel Meyers, Gwen Goodwin, Nellie Hester
Bailey, Gil Obler
2. UPDATES from the Political Prisoner Death Camps - Anne Lamb (NYC Jericho)
3. Liberation Poetry – Prof. Louie – in remembrance of Sister Lynne
SPECIAL GUEST: BILL DORES on PALESTINE SOLIDARITY”
Hip Hop Camps by UAB Maroons: Liberation for All! May 18
“If you missed today's LIVE STREAM of Music for Maroon based on Maroon the Implacable, you can watch it
here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NBMPKmMdo8 Donate at: https://gofund.me/6a0df037 “
Podcast: Israel Deliberately Provoked Violence May 18
“Black Agenda Radio with Margaret Kimberley and Glen Ford. The bloodshed that has taken more than 200
Palestinian lives is the result of “a planned provocation to feed the ultra-right” in Israel, said Sara Flounders, of
the International Action Center. The Israelis periodically provoke such confrontations, confident that they “have
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the support” of the United States, said the veteran activist.” See https://www.blackagendareport.com/israeldeliberately-provoked-violence
Podcast: October Tribunal to Probe US Crimes Against Humanity May 18
Black Agenda Radio with Margaret Kimberley and Glen Ford “We’re going to present expert witnesses to slush
out” centuries of genocide and other US crimes before an International Tribunal on US Human Rights Abuses,
said Jihad Abdulmumit, co-chair of the Jericho Movement. The results of the proceedings will form the basis of
school curricula and fuel the mobilization of hundreds of thousands of activists, said Abdulmumit, a former
Black Panther political prisoner.” See https://www.blackagendareport.com/october-tribunal-probe-us-crimesagainst-humanity
How to write Political Prisoners video May 18
“This is a brief instructional video, outlining how to write U.S. political prisoners, including a brief history of the
Anarchist Black Cross. It’s intended as a resource to be shown at local political prisoner letter writing events or
watched by individuals looking to learn some basics about writing political prisoners. It was produced by a
collaboration between Page One and Burning Books. Much of the model presented here was developed over
several years of practice by the New York City Anarchist Black Cross(NYC ABC). Special thanks to the Buffalo
Committee Against State Repression, the International Leonard Peltier Defense Committee, the Friends of Jeff
Luers, and the Family &Friends of Daniel McGowan. Watch the video at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nu-qpGOwsSg”
MXCC: Malcolm X 96th Birthday Anniversary Program May 18
“In Observance of the 96th Birth
Anniversary of Malcolm X el-Hajj
Malik el-Shabazz. Tuesday, May 18,
2021 6 pm live on Facebook:
(Malcolm X Commemoration
Committee)and YouTube: (Mumia
Campaign). From Malcolm to
Mumia: Undressing the Empire A
Virtual Book Appreciation for
Murder Incorporated by Mumia
Abu Jamal & Stephen Vittoria.
Featuring Special Guests: Rosemari
Mealy, Noelle Hanrahan, co-author
Stephen Vittorio and National
Jericho Chair Jihad Abdulmumit.
Hosted by The Malcolm X
Commemoration Committee
(MXCC) www.MXCC519.org
Facebook: Malcolm X
Commemoration Committee (973)
202-0745. To purchase this epic
three volume set contact prison radio at prisonradiostore.com. Please contribute to Mumia's Commissary:
https://www.paypal.me/PPOWs.”
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MAY IS FOR MALCOLM X May 18-25th

"Live Stream Only" The Annual Ancestor Pilgrimage To The
Burial Site Of Malcolm X: Malcolm X Pilgrimage 2021 - Live
stream On Face Book Online Event MAY 18, 2021: 11:00 AM
(eastern time) TUESDAY, MAY 18, 2021: 6:00 PM (eastern time)
"Live Stream Only" WEDNESDAY, MAY 19, 2021: 11:00 AM
(eastern time) "Live Stream Only" The Annual Ancestor
Pilgrimage To The Burial Site Of Malcolm X WEDNESDAY, MAY
19, 2021: 12:30-2:30PM (eastern) "Outside Event"
WEDNESDAY, MAY 19, 2021: 12 - 4:00 pm (eastern) "Outside
Event" FINAL MAY 19TH WITH CHAIRMAN. WEDNESDAY, MAY
19, 2021: 6:00 pm (eastern) "Live Stream Only" Malcolm X Day:
Celebrating the Life and Legacy of El-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz The Shabazz Center – Live the Legacy. SATURDAY, MAY 22,
2021: 2 pm (eastern) "Live Stream Only "MAY 25, 2021: 3 pm
(eastern) "Outside Event"
Letter Writing to Dr. Mutulu Shakur May 18
“WHAT: Political Prisoner Letter-Writing Dinner WHEN: 7pm sharp, Tuesday, May 18th, 2021 WHERE: your
home (or wherever you happen to be) COST: Free
Dr. Shakur has five biological children and several grandchildren who he maintains loving relationships with
despite his incarceration. He was an inspiration for many of the positive messages in his late adoptive
son, Tupac’s, musical work.” In 1987 Dr. Shakur was sentenced to 60 years in prison after being targeted by US
federal authorities with charges under the RICO (Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations) Act and for
aiding in Assata Shakur’s escape from prison. Please join NYC ABC and Page One Collective from wherever you
are as we write letters to Dr. Shakur:
Dr. Mutulu Shakur #83205-012, FMC Lexington, Post Office Box 14500, Lexington, Kentucky 40512
Though Dr. Shakur appreciates the mail that folks send him, he is unable to respond to every letter personally.
Other ways to support Dr. Shakur can be found at https://mutulushakur.com.” See
https://nycabc.wordpress.com/2021/05/16/mutulu2021
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What does Palestine mean for Black America? May 19
“Join USCPR and Dream Defenders on Wednesday, May 19, to lift the
veil on what we've been told is a complicated issue and what it's got
to do with Black America. What does Palestine mean for Black
America? Over the last several weeks, our timelines have been filled
with pictures and videos of the violence in Sheikh Jarrah and the Gaza
strip. Celebrities who are often silent on issues have been posting
#FreePalestine.
Why now? What's it got to do with our struggles at home? Featured
speakers include: Aja Monet, Angela Davis, Vic Mensa, Janaya “Future”
Khan, Mohammed El Kurd, Fayrouz Sharqawi, Anwar Hadid, and
Ahmad Abuznaid.” See
https://secure.everyaction.com/7cx09R7TwEyBeWVmP9dbjA2

Palestine and the U.S. “War on Terror" May 21
“Palestine and the U.S. “War on Terror" THIS FRIDAY, MAY 21 at 11:30 AM PDT/2:30 PM EDT. REGISTER using the
link below. As we watch in horror the events unfold in Gaza and throughout Palestine, we at once recognize this
as a continuation of the process of ethnic cleansing and settler colonialism that began over seven decades ago
as well as a manifestation of the abuses of the "war on terror" over the last two decades. This webinar seeks to
examine those linkages through a panel of speakers focusing on four aspects of this phenomenon: the U.S.
national security state in Palestine; the targeting and political prosecution of Palestinian activists and leaders in
the U.S.; the criminalization of Palestinian identity; and the assault on free speech as it relates to Palestine.”
REGISTER: http://bit.ly/palestinewot
An interview with Mark Lewis Taylor, founder of Educators for Mumia Abu-Jamal May 21
“Mark Lewis Taylor has been a professor in religion and society at Princeton Theological Seminary since 1982.
He is also the founder of Educators for Mumia Abu-Jamal (EMAJ), which was first known as Academics for
Mumia Abu-Jamal (AMAJ). In 2007, he co-authored “20 FAQs: The Pedro Polakoff Crime Scene Photos” with
Journalists for Mumia. In recent years, he has also been working as Mumia’s spiritual advisor.
In this new interview, Professor Taylor covers many topics including his personal observations from Judge Sabo’s
1995-97 PCRA (Pennsylvania Post Conviction Relief Act) hearings. Taylor also confronts Philadelphia District
Attorney Larry Krasner’s Feb. 3 brief filed in opposition to all of Mumia Abu-Jamal’s appeals. In support of the
critiques made previously by Pam Africa and Dr. Ricardo Alvarez, Taylor now makes his own response to DA
Krasner’s continued defense of Mumia’s unjust 1982 conviction.” See https://sfbayview.com/2021/05/mumiaabu-jamals-spiritual-advisor-confronts-da-krasner-and-the-fop/
African Liberation in the Americas: A Webinar on Haiti, Brazil, Colombia and Venezuela May 22
“Given the recent wave of state terrorism directed against Black people throughout the region, African
Liberation Day in the Americas takes on a particular urgency. Please join the Black Alliance for Peace on
Saturday, May 22nd at 11am (EST), to learn more about African liberation in the Americas.
Featuring: Jesus Chucho Garcia from Venezuela, Charo Mina-Rojas, Afro-Colombian Human Rights Defender,
Ana Barreto, AfroResistance speaker from Brazil, Professor Gerald Horne, University of Houston. Moderated by
Jemima Pierre, Black Alliance for Peace Haiti/Americas Coordinator.” Register here:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_fkzIEc-cTEWYIxSNDx1oNA
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International Tribunal 2021 May 23

As US Human Rights abuses ESCALATE , we need to take the case of We, the People to an INTERNATIONAL
arena—like Minister Malcolm X and like those who “charged Genocide” before us. We are building for such a
forum, to take place on October 22-24 in NYC and virtually…
The International Tribunal “In the Spirit of Mandela” coalition cordially invites you to our Second Webinar:
Interfaith Perspectives on Human Rights Abuses in the USA:
the role of the International Tribunal
Sunday, May 23, 2021, 8 PM (Eastern) / 5 PM (Pacific)
Featuring
El-Hajj Mauri’ Saalakhan: President of the Aafia Foundation; founder of the National Association for Police
Accountability; writer for muslimmatters.org
Rabbi Drorah Setel: Temple Emanu-el; feminist theologian and biblical scholar; co-author of the world
renowned “Mi Shebeirach” prayer
Rev. Lukata Mjumbe: Witherspoon Street Presbyterian Church of Princeton; Sundiata Acoli Freedom Campaign
Mary Anne Grady Flores: long-time Catholic Worker / Plowshares organizer; Puerto Rico and Palestine
solidarity activist; former prisoner of conscience, and sister of current Kings Bay Plowshares prisoner of
conscience
Facilitators:
dequi kioni-sadiki: Northeast Political Prisoner Coalition
A’isha Mohammad: spoken word poet, Oakland Jericho, National Jericho Movement
5 pm Pacific / 8 pm Eastern Daylight
Sunday, May 23, 2021 On-line Webinar
To attend the webinar, register at: https://www.crowdcast.io/e/international-tribunal/2
To get involved with and endorse the Tribunal: https://spiritofmandela.org/

Teaching the Tulsa Massacre May 24
“The Tulsa Massacre happened 100 years ago this week. The spring editorial of Rethinking Schools magazine is
devoted to why this event deserves a place in our classrooms. The centennial of the Tulsa Massacre is a time to
teach about the horrific events of those few days at the end of May and beginning of June 1921. Tulsa is a
glaring historical example of police violence, mob rule, theft of Black land, and the destruction of Black wealth.
And it continues today. What happened in Tulsa is not an isolated moment of white rage but should be seen —
and should be taught — as part of a pattern of white supremacy and African American dispossession. Read the
whole editorial. The spring issue also includes the story of one union’s journey toward disability justice, a
moving obituary of the late Karen Lewis, an article about teaching a people’s history of the March on
Washington, and more.” See https://rethinkingschools.org/magazine/
Ralph Poynter: What's Happening Tuesday, May 25, 2021-Call in 1 (347) 857-3293 @ 9-10pm ET May 25
“1. NEWS ANALYSIS - An anatomy of oppression requires an anatomy of colonialism/imperialism i.e. An
anatomy of the American Capitalist System: Ralph Poynter, Tom Siracuse, Joel Meyers, Ann Lamb, Gwen
Goodwin, Nellie Hester Bailey, Gil Obler
2. UPDATES from the Political Prisoner Death Camps - Anne Lamb (NYC Jericho)
3. Liberation Poetry: Prof. Louie – in remembrance of Sister Lynne
* SPECIAL GUESTS * "Growing Up A Red Diaper Baby"-Gil Obler, Nellie Bailey, - Black Agenda Report
Existence is Resistance-special report”
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Eric King has books on his book now! May 27
“Thanks for your interest. We posted some books to Eric's Wishlist. He appreciates all the books people send!
See https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/OEWNQ9RMQGZR?ref_=wl_share
RESOURCE: The Marshall Project: COVID-19 cases among incarcerated people inch toward 400,000 May 28
“Since March 2020, The Marshall Project has been tracking how many people are being sickened and killed by
COVID-19 in prisons across the country and within each state. Here, we regularly update the numbers of people
infected and killed both nationwide and within each prison system until the crisis abates.” See
https://www.themarshallproject.org/2020/05/01/a-state-by-state-look-at-coronavirus-in-prisons
‘Art Against Imprisonment – From Palestine to the U.S.’“A visionary website is launched. May 28

“On Sunday, March 21, 2021, a powerful virtual art exhibit featuring art from incarcerated and formerly
incarcerated people in occupied Palestine and the U.S. was launched. “Art Against Imprisonment – From
Palestine to the U.S.” grew out of a history of active solidarity between movements against imprisonment in the
U.S. and Palestine. It is a testament to the creativity, imagination and brilliance of the many people who resist
the invisibility, isolation and repression of prisons and claim a liberated space through their art. The exhibit was
first proposed by Addameer Prisoner and Human Rights Association as a physical touring art show in fall 2019.
With the emergence of the COVID pandemic, which shut down in-person activities across the globe, the
coalition of groups that had first committed to working on the in-person show shifted it to a virtual art exhibit.”
“Oscar López-Rivera, a Puerto Rican former political prisoner who served 36 years in U.S. prisons, concluded
the event “As we become creative, we also transcend some of the negative spaces that we have within our
minds. We transcend a lot of the insecurities that we have within ourselves as a colonized person” “Oscar called
on everyone to support imprisoned artists and to grow the art exhibit. “I hope that we will be able to come
together again just like we have today. And little by little solidarity will grow among all of us. I believe in
reciprocal solidarity and we need to maintain a very close connection with Palestine!” In the coming months,
“Art Against Imprisonment” hopes to take up Oscar’s call to expand the art exhibit, reach out to more artists,
their loved ones and advocates, and strengthen the reciprocal solidarity between our struggles for freedom and
liberation. For more information, please visit our website at https://artagainstprison.org”. See sfbayview.com
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Last chance to buy the NYC Books Through Bars May 2021 Bundle! May 28
“NYC Books Through Bars
and Freebird Books
Monthly Bundle for May
2021. May's picks focus on
political iconoclasts and
great thinkers like Assata
Shakur and James Baldwin.
Many thanks to all of you
who have participated in
our ongoing drive to benefit
NYC Books Through Bars!
We truly appreciate your
generosity at this time (over
8,000 books purchased on
their behalf since June
2020!), when those
incarcerated face ever greater obstacles getting access to written material. Purchase three works for $30 (35%
off retail): Assata: An Autobiography, Giovanni's Room, and a selection from the Penguin Great Ideas Series at
www.freebirdbooks.com/shop.html May 2021's pick: Assata: An Autobiography, Giovanni's Room, and a
selection from the Penguin Great Ideas Series--three books for $30. Following April's drive (almost 700 books
collected!) is a bundle focusing on great thinkers and political iconoclasts. Assata Shakur and James Baldwin
were firebrands in the 1960s and 70s who challenged mainstream culture and racial assumptions through their
words and activism. Shakur's 1987 autobiography has become an important document of Black resistance
movements that reveals the incredible lengths the U.S. government went to stifle revolutionary thought at the
height of the Civil Rights era. Though James Baldwin's own nonfiction (essays, criticism, polemics) is substantial,
we decided to focus on his fiction this month, and the novel Giovanni's Room. Set in 1950's Paris and amongst a
community of American expatriates, Baldwin tackles social isolation, gender and sexual identity crisis, as well as
conflicts of masculinity within this story of a young bisexual man navigating the public sphere in a society that
rejects a core aspect of his sexuality. Rounding out the bundle are classic works from the Penguin Great Ideas
Series, which your purchase will allow us to provide incarcerated readers with a variety of, like works on
evolution, political theory, the ethics of the Samurai, and women's rights. To purchase see:
http://www.freebirdbooks.com/shop.html To learn more about the important work NYC Books Through Bars
does, see https://booksthroughbarsnyc.org/
More than McCarthyism: The Attack on Activism Students Don’t Learn About from Their Textbooks May 28
“In legislatures across the country, Republican lawmakers are introducing bills to curtail what educators — in
public schools and universities — can say and teach about racism and sexism. It's a new McCarthyism...” See
https://portside.org/2021-05-31/more-mccarthyism-attack-activism-students-dont-learn-about-their-textbooks
CHECK OUT: MEANS Collective May 31
“MEANS Collective (formerly TenThousandMeans) is a media and fundraising organization devoted to the
furtherance of human rights and the strengthening of impactful dialogue. The Message is the Mission.
First established in 2009 to raise awareness and financial support for the fight against Human Trafficking,
MEANS Collective, over the years, has partnered with human rights organizations and NGOs worldwide with
proven commitments in making a better world.” “PEACE PROJECT 19: From October 2019 through January 2020,
MEANS joined activist projects on the ground in the West Bank and back in the States committed to fostering
impactful dialogue while giving voice to the citizens of Palestine. MEANS joined with non-violence activist Ali
Abu Awwad and the programs he steers including the Taghyeer Movement and the Karama Center, as well as
the Excellence Center in Hebron and their community education & outreach.” See
https://www.meanspost.com/
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Welcome to M4BL’s Reparations Month! June 1-30
“This month, in honor of the 100th Anniversary of the Tulsa Race Massacre, the 2020 Uprisings, the 50th
Anniversary of the War on Drugs and Juneteenth, the Movement for Black Lives is sponsoring a month of
activities focusing on reparations for slavery and its afterlives -- convict leasing, police violence, mass
incarceration, the war on drugs, segregation, redlining, and environmental racism to name a few -- in the US.
What are reparations? Why are we owed reparations? How do we get them?
This month we are making a series of educational offerings to answer these questions and more to help you
better understand the movement for reparations, get the skills you need to start local reparations campaigns,
and support national efforts to pass reparations legislation at the federal level.
Each week of June we will focus on a different front in the battle for reparations.
The first week of June we will focus on reparations for police violence and white supremacist violence. Learn
more about reparations for police violence and join us for a Reparations 101 teach-in. The second week of June
we will focus on reparations for climate and environmental racism. Our Red, Black, & Green New Deal Initiative
will be releasing a climate impact report on the February winter storm that swept the U.S. South. We’ll also be
hosting a teach-in on climate justice.
When: Today, June 2 at 6PM ET, and each Wednesday of the month and Thursday, June 3 at 7:00PM ET
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_V0fQ1JwnS7uwnXAaFCx78Q
The third week of June will focus on reparations for the War on Drugs. Join us for a teach-in about
decriminalization and reparations. When: Thursday, June 17 at 5:00PM ET
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_tWV6R5y7RLaSzL6Bi3ZCYw
The fourth week will focus on reparations for slavery and passage of HR 40. But you don't need to wait till then
to demand reparations! How: Tell congress to pass HR 40: Text HR40 to 90975.”
The last week of June will focus on reparations for economic racism and redlining by dropping resources and
tools that allow you to see the ongoing and long lasting effects of these practices on your lives today. TOOLKIT:
https://m4bl.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Reparations-Now-Toolkit-FINAL.pdf” See
https://m4bl.org/policy-platforms/reparations/
Letter Writing for June 11th Prisoners June 1
“WHAT: Political Prisoner Letter-Writing Dinner, WHEN: 7pm sharp, Tuesday June 1st, 2021, WHERE:
Your home (or wherever you happen to be) COST: Free. This week we encourage folks to write to both anarchist
and earth liberation prisoners:
1. Marius Mason-More information at https://supportmariusmason.org
Marie (Marius) Mason #04672-061
FCI Danbury, Route 37, Danbury, Connecticut 06811
2. Eric King was indicted in May 2019 by a grand jury in the District Court
of Colorado for a new federal felony charge of Assaulting a Federal Official. Eric is pre-trial, do not mention his
current charges. **Eric is currently on mail ban and unable to receive letters, however he can receive books.
See his book wish list here: http://tiny.cc/EK_Books and more information at https://supportericking.org
Eric King #27090-045
FCI Englewood, 9595 West Quincy Avenue, Littleton, Colorado 80123.
3. Yellow Finch tree-sitters Opponents of the Mountain Valley Pipeline established a series of tree-sits in
resistance to inevitable environmental hardship such a project would create. Tree-sitters remain anonymous
and their identities have only been learned upon extraction and arrest. Many folks have taken to the tree-sits
since first erected in late 2018. As of this writing, only two have been extracted, identified, and arrested. More
information at https://itsgoingdown.org/author/appalachians-against-pipelines
Acre*
Smart Communications- Western Virginia Regional Jail
Alexander Lowe #00-24143, 3735 Franklin Road SW #275, Roanoke, Virginia 24014-2260
*Address envelope to Alexander Lowe
*Wren
Smart Communications- Western Virginia Regional Jail
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Claire Fiocco #00-24139, 3735 Franklin Road SW #275, Roanoke, Virginia 24014-2260
*Address envelope to Claire Fiocco” See https://nycabc.wordpress.com/2021/05/31/june11_2021
Ralph Poynter: What's Happening---Tuesday, June 1, 2021-Call in 1 (347) 857-3293 @ 9-10pm ET June 1
“Total corruption exists when it is known, recognized & accepted. ”
1. NEWS ANALYSIS - An anatomy of oppression requires an anatomy of colonialism/imperialism i.e. An anatomy
of the American Capitalist System: Ralph Poynter, Tom Siracuse, Joel Meyers, Gwen Goodwin, Nellie Hester
Bailey, Gil Obler
2. UPDATES --Political Prisoner Death Camps -Anne Lamb (NYC Jericho)
3. Liberation Poetry – Prof. Louie – in remembrance of Sister Lynne
* SPECIAL GUESTS * "Growing Up A Red Diaper Baby"-Gil Obler
THE UNIVERSAL AFRICAN PEOPLES ORG.-- ZAKI BARUTI
“The Tulsa Holocaust”--Dr. Kelly Harris
Bronx Rally for Palestine -5:30pm- Mon, May 31--White Plains Rd. & Rhinelander Ave. Bronx, N.Y.”
June's pick for NYC Books Through Bars June 1
“Following May's drive (over 650
books collected!) and a year after
Freebird initiated this campaign on
behalf of Books Through Bars, we
focus on a combination of titles that
illuminate one of the darkest
chapters in American history,
celebrate a forgotten warrior, and
provide some old-fashioned fictional
distractions. June 1 marks the 100th
anniversary of the Tulsa massacre, a
paroxysm of racial violence that
erupted in the Greenwood
community, killing hundreds and
laying waste to the Black-owned business district. In the novel Magic City, Jewell Parker Rhodes dramatizes the
lives of the people who suffered through it. Order at http://www.freebirdbooks.com/shop.html. To learn more
about NYC Books Through Bars, see https://booksthroughbarsnyc.org/ “
RESOURCES: Freedom archives news- New - Santa Cruz Women’s Prison Project Collection June 1
“We recently processed a new collection of materials related to Bay Area women’s’ prison organizing during the
1970s, the Santa Cruz Women’s Prison Project (SCWPP). Through photographs, newsletters, reports,
correspondence, poetry chapbooks, and more, this collection
documents SCWPP’s prison work at the California Institution for
Women (CIW), where the organization launched an educational
project that provided UC extension credit for classes such as
creative writing, women’s health, and social action. The project
marked the first time that college credit was granted to prisoners
in the history of the institution. Beyond their work at CIW, the
SCWPP engaged in numerous forms of mobilizing against prisons
and building support for the prisoner movement. In 1977, the
group helped organize a women’s prison conference, bringing
together over 120 formerly incarcerated women and women of
diverse backgrounds from across the western United States. Check out the full collection and finding aid:
https://freedomarchives.org/santa-cruz-womens-prison-project-collection/
https://search.freedomarchives.org/search.php?view_collection=1081”
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RESOURCES: Jericho & Mandela Radio Programs June 3
“1) KBOO Prison Pipeline Collective Aired Monday, April 26th 2021 6:30 p.m.-7:00 p.m. (PST)
https://kboo.fm/media/102255-mass-incarceration-us-human-rights-violations
Mass Incarceration & US Human Rights Violations
Adam Carpinelli interviews attorney Hal Engle and Jihad Abdulmumit National Chair for The Jericho
Movement speaking about the 2021 International Tribunal. The “In the Spirit of Mandela Coalition" is planning
the International Tribunal for October 2021. The Tribunal will be charging the United States government, its
states, and specific agencies with human and civil rights violations against Black, Brown and Indigenous people.
For more information: http://spiritofmandela.org/endorse/
2) KBOO Prison Pipeline Collective
Aired Monday, May 31st 2021 6:30 p.m.-7:00 p.m. (PST)
https://kboo.fm/media/102961-abolition-and-political-prisoners
Abolition & Political Prisoners
Adam Carpinelli interviews Saudia Durrant, a racial justice organizer with the Abolitionist Law Center in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. For more information: https://abolitionistlawcenter.org
Political Prisoner Porch Fest! June 5
“A Musical Appreciation of Our Freedom Fighters! Saturday,
June 5, 2021 4 to 8 pm, 52nd Street between Spruce and
Larchwood, Philadelphia. Cash App donations to +1 267-3357089. Join us on June 5th for our Political Prisoner Porch Fest
event, an annual music festival, featuring musicians and DJs
playing free shows on porches throughout the neighborhood!
This year's festival in West Philadelphia will be to focus on
our fight to free all of our political prisoners and prisoners of
war in the U.S.! They are aging, elderly, ill and deserve
compassionate releases, so they can be freed from these
cages and can empower our communities and movements for self-determination and liberation. DJs will be set
up along 52nd St., from Spruce St. to Larchwood St., with various artists and musicians performing during the
event. This festival will bring our communities together to demand: FREE EM ALL! Free Maroon, Free Mumia,
Free Imam Jamil, Free Mutulu, Free Sundiata, Free All Political Prisoners, Free Them All!
FB Event Page: https://www.facebook.com/events/3083203198580550”
Documentary: Larry Krasner’s first term, under a lens. June 5
‘A documentary examines the Philadelphia prosecutor’s efforts to bring about criminal justice reform — and the
pushback he’s received along the way. The docu-series “Philly D.A.” — an Independent Lens original series for
PBS directed by Ted Passon, Yoni Brook and Nicole Salazar — explores Krasner's first term and the obstacles he
and his team have faced in attempting to reform how crime is prosecuted in one of America’s most populous
cities. “‘Philly D.A.’” provides an incisive view into the challenges facing Krasner’s office, while humanizing
people who experience incarceration, Zayrha Rodriguez writes for The Frame series.” See
https://www.themarshallproject.org/2021/06/05/philly-d-a-larry-krasner-s-first-term-under-a-lens
We need your art and articles in the 2022 Certain Days calendar June 5
“We are hoping you will consider submitting artwork or writings for the 2022 Certain Days: Freedom for
Political Prisoners calendar. The theme is Creating a New World in the Shell of the Old and our deadline is not
far off. More info below. I hope you can send us some of your inspiring art and words. Thanks! Certain Days.
We are looking at collective approaches at creating a more inclusive and fulfilling world through mutual effort.
We are looking for 12 pieces of art and 12 short essays to feature in the calendar, which hangs in more than
6,000 homes, workplaces, prison cells, and community spaces around the world. We encourage contributors to
submit both new and existing work. We especially seek submissions from people in prison or jail, so please
forward to any prison-based artists and writers. Send your submissions by June 14, 2021 to
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info@certaindays.org. Prisoner submissions are due July 1, 2021 and can be mailed to: Certain Days c/o
Burning Books, 420 Connecticut Street, Buffalo, NY 14213 USA. Deadline: June 14, 2021.” For guidelines and
more info see https://www.certaindays.org/.
Parole Justice Partners Meeting: Notes and Next Steps June 5
“Please register to join us on June 5th at 12noon for our March for Parole Justice in NYC from Governor
Cuomo’s office to the offices of Senate Majority Leader Andrea Stewart-Cousins and Assembly Speaker Carl
Heastie to demand they take action in support of freedom and justice by passing the Fair & Timely and Elder
Parole bills this session. Sign up here https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfPcaw7a9Q0LeYoULQ5daxgntijNHhqgkIoYqbSxdyIq1_Ug/viewform You can find the legislators you agreed to
reach out to in this Parole Justice End of Session Push spreadsheet:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1lRstNOR9lRxln-QZWltsRpUYZf_3Zp8N_uT8lAlq5SI/edit ***Please do
not delete other people’s information, but go ahead and add your own.***) You should push them to (1) Tweet
a quick video in support of passing both bills (2) contact their leader directly to let them know the urgency of
passing the bills this session; and, if they’re an Assembly Member (3) Urge Assembly Codes Chair Jeff Dinowitz
to pass the Fair & Timely Parole bill out of the Codes Committee.” (from email).
What is happening now that there is a "ceasefire" in Palestine/Israel? June 5, 8, 13th
“DISCUSSION WITH DEFENSE FOR CHILDREN INTERNATIONAL –
PALESTINE. Understand the state of child protection under the
current reality in Palestine. The session will also include a
discussion around child detention and an in-depth exploration
of flash points where children are most affected. June 5, 8, or
13. Choose a date based on your availability! Register here:
https://secure.everyaction.com/JtH2twbWCUi2WEE1WtnpVg2

Witness to Injustice: Participatory Exercise to understand effects of colonization June 6
“On June 6th at 3pm, Nekanehsakt:
Friends of Ekwehewe is sponsoring a
virtual presentation of Witness to Injustice.
Witness to Injustice is a unique interactive
presentation and teaching tool that helps
participants deepen their understanding
about the European colonization of Turtle
Island and the denial of Indigenous
peoples’ nationhood throughout U.S.
history up to the present time. Using
participatory education to explore the
shared history that non-Native people
rarely learn in school or other settings, Witness to Injustice aims to foster truth, understanding, and respect
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples in the part of the world now known as the United States; with
a focus on the territory stewarded by the Onondowaga People and other Haundenosaunee peoples. We hope
this program will stimulate deep discussion and reflection and will point the way toward ongoing steps to
righting the wrongs which have been done.” “Fee: $15-Your fee will be used to support the facilitation of this
exercise. Payment can be payable to paypal for BuffaloNekanehsakt@gmail.com. Register in advance for this
meeting: https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZIpf-uopzkiG9dqNWcGGsvS0Fq_MVnybr15 After
registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the meeting. For more
information on the Blanket exercise see https://www.kairoscanada.org and https://vimeo.com/129161339”
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VIDEOS: New report highlights harms of NY's parole system June 6
“Members of CANY's Board of Directors have released a series of short videos calling upon the NYS Legislature
to act on Elder Parole and Fair & Timely Parole. June 6th. Watch these moving calls to action on our YouTube
channel.” See https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLNEETVekq1H1cQEV7dFp8Ewv6MjPn3wJo
Connecting Local to Global Movements for Abolition June 7
“When: Monday, June 7. 12 noon ET Description: This
webinar will highlight lessons from the global movement
against colonialism and occupation, and how incarceration is
used as a tool of dehumanization by settler colonial states.
We will hear from grassroots social justice organizers in
different parts of the world on how they are organizing for
abolition. This webinar is part of the Project South quarterly
"Connecting Local to Global Struggles" webinar series.
Recording and resources will be shared after the webinar.
Speakers:
- Basil Farraj: Visiting Scholar at Muwatin Institute for
Democracy and Human Rights, Birzeit University, Palestine.
- Rai Reece, Scholar of Anti-Black and Anti-Indigenous
Racism and Carcerality, X University, Canada.
- Ahmed Bin Qasim: Kashmiri writer and a student of Political and Economic Anthropology. He is the son of two
political prisoners.
- Azeezah Kanji, Legal Scholar and Writer in Toronto, Canada.
- Priyanka Bhatt: Staff Attorney at Project South in Atlanta, Georgia.
Register here: bit.ly/3fCPMSS
Black Agenda Report: Maryland Desecrates Black Bodies and History June 7
“I’m describing crimes against humanity,” said Dr Marsha Coleman-Adebayo, a leader of the fight to save Moses
Macedonia African Cemetery from further destruction by developers. The older section of the cemetery was
“looted” of artifacts, while the post-Emancipation section has been paved over for a parking lot. Bethesda, a
suburb of Washington, DC, and one of the richest localities in the nation, wants to obliterate evidence of its
past as a “slave breeding” state where young Black girls were subjected to “sexual torture,” said Dr. ColemanAdebayo, a founder of the No Fear Coalition.” See https://www.blackagendareport.com/black-agenda-radioweek-june-7-2021
VIDEO: DAPL court decision keeps oil flowing June 7
“In case you missed it, a recent decision in the legal saga of the Dakota Access pipeline (DAPL) will keep the oil
flowing while an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is done over the next nine months — and the courts
have essentially stepped away from responsibility to shut operations down. Sadly, in his latest opinion, D.C.
Judge James Boasberg has basically stated that his hands are tied by a higher court ruling.” See “Danny Sheehan
and Chase Iron Eyes on the Latest DAPL Ruling” here: https://lakotalaw.org/resources/danny-chase-dapl-ruling
Ralph Poynter: What's Happening June 8
“Tuesday, June 8, 2021-Call in 1 (347) 857-3293 @ 9-10pm ET" The foolishness behind the 'rhetoric' of
REPARATIONS"
1. NEWS ANALYSIS - An anatomy of oppression requires an anatomy of colonialism/imperialism i.e. An anatomy
of the American Capitalist System: Ralph Poynter,Tom Siracuse,Joel Meyers,Gwen Goodwin, Nellie Hester Bailey,
Gil Obler
2. UPDATES --Political Prisoner Death Camps -Anne Lamb (NYC Jericho)
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* SPECIAL GUEST *Fitz is a Green Party member since 1990, he is editor of the Compost-Dispatch newsletter,
published for the Green Party of St. Louis. He was the 2016 candidate of the Missouri Green Party for Governor
and is its 2018 candidate for State Auditor.
* SPECIAL PACIFICA UPDATE *Greetings Pacifica Member!------On June 7th at 12:01 AM EST you will receive
an e-ballot to vote in the Pacifica Bylaws Referendum from vote@simplyvoting.com. You can cast your vote
until July 7th 11:59 PM EST.”
MERCH: Black Panther Party Alumni Legacy Network Partner with Destroy Art Inc. to Form Mutual Aid Artist
Collective “AP2TP: All Power to The People” Collab Aims to Support Oakland Community Initiatives Through
Art June 8
“(OAKLAND, CA - June 1st, 2021) Former members of the
original Black Panther Party and their supporters, Black
Panther Party Alumni Legacy Network (BPPALN) have
teamed up with artist cooperative, Destroy Art Inc., to
introduce AP2TP (All Power To The People). This
collaboration includes an exclusive line of merchandise
with partial proceeds benefiting the BPPALN community development initiatives. This partnership is the first of
its kind as BPPALN has not previously licensed the use of their name or logos. Themes are pulled from the
original Black Panther Party’s ideological and philosophical roots, the revolutionary 10-point platform and the
62 documented survival programs for community direction and empowerment. The art featured on
merchandise and apparel is anti-racist, anti-class, anti-fascist, and suitable for all ages.
"AP2TP strives to be the all-inclusive 'Rainbow Coalition of Art'," says Destroy Art Inc. co-founder, Farida Mazlan.
"We plan to do that with utmost respect and honor towards the Elders of The Party. Their liberation efforts
created a lasting impact on oppressed communities worldwide. Visual art evokes emotion. It can educate and
inspire action." We want to teach people that putting ideas into practice in a collaborative manner is what gives
‘Power to the People’ true meaning and focus,” says Dr. Saturu Ned of the BPPALN. “This collaboration is
historic and timely. Not only to support our continuing work, but also as a means of raising social consciousness
through art.” Partial net proceeds will benefit BPPALN to promote the legacy and values of the Black Panther
Party by providing information and resources to facilitate community advocacy and education initiatives in the
Bay area and nationwide. Artists featured in this collaboration include Brazilian multimedia artist and designer,
Beto Janz; Turkish artist and writer, Murat Cem Mengüç; US-based British graphic designer, John Yates aka
Stealworks; political street artist, Political Gridlock; photographer, Matthew Kadi; Columbian-American
cryptopunk street artist, Lorenzo Masnah; and Destroy Art Inc.’s co-founder and lead artist, DNGRCT.
Additional proceeds will be distributed to these contributing artists for the use of their work. All featured
designs are original and fully endorsed, authorized, and approved by the original creator of the artwork.
For more information visit AP2TPcollective.com or find them on Instagram .
About Black Panther Party Alumni Legacy Network (BPPLAN): Black Panther Party Alumni Legacy Network
(BPPALN) is an Oakland based nonprofit organization made up of passionate individuals affiliated with the
original Black Panther Party. They embrace the legacy of supporting social service programs to enrich the
community through education, community awareness, and economic growth. For more information visit
https://bppalumnilegacynetwork.org/ or find them on Instagram.
About Destroy Art Inc. Destroy Art Inc. is a California-based international art management agency specializing
in underground, punk, and activist art. Led by artist/curator team Faridah Mazlan and Craig Vincent, their digital
platform showcases the talents of contemporary outsider artists and designers alike. The scope of Destroy Art
includes custom merchandise, printing and publishing, curating exhibits, and developing collaborative art and
music projects. For more information visit https://destroyartinc.bigcartel.com/ or find them on Instagram.”
Documentary: New Documentary Chronicles Historic Young Lords’ Occupation of Bronx Hospital June 9
“A new film called Takeover follows the 12 historic hours on July 14, 1970, when members of the Young Lords
Party took over the rundown Lincoln Hospital in the South Bronx in New York City. The Young Lords were a
radical group founded by Puerto Ricans modeled on the Black Panther Party. Democracy Now! co-host Juan
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González, a co-founder of the Young Lords, helped organize the action. Using archival footage and modern-day
interviews, Takeover chronicles their resistance to institutions founded on wealth and white supremacy, and
their collective struggle for quality, accessible healthcare. “The takeover really exemplified what the Young
Lords were about,” says director Emma Francis-Snyder, who says she wanted to capture the heroism of the
activists. “There’s so much emotion and planning and courage that comes along with direct action,” FrancisSnyder says. “We understood that to get the system to listen and change, you had to disrupt it,” adds González.
“You had to find a way to force people to pay attention to the problems.” See https://truthout.org/video/newdocumentary-chronicles-historic-young-lords-occupation-of-bronx-hospital/
Reception for John and Gabriel Shipton, Julian Assange's Father and Brother June 10
“The People's Forum, 320 West 37th
Street (between 8th and 9th Aves.)
Thursday, June 10, 2021 from 6 to 8 pm.
John and Gabriel Shipton, Julian Assange’s
father and brother, will travel from
Australia to undertake a nationwide tour
of the U.S. beginning June 6 – July 2 to
advocate for Julian’s release and to raise
awareness about the importance of
protecting journalists and a free press.
The Home Run for Julian tour, with stops
in 18 cities on both coasts and the Midwest, was organized by the Assange Defense Committee:
www.assangedefense.org/tour www.commondreams.org/news/2021/05/28/julian-assanges-father-andbrother-announce-us-tour-demand-journalists-freedom Stand With Assange NY has organized a reception for
John and Gabriel Shipton at The People’s Forum, The Shiptons will be in New York City for one day only. Guest
speakers at the event include: Randy Credico, satirist and WBAI radio host, Chris Hedges, Pulitzer Prize-winning
journalist and tv host, Aaron Maté, journalist at The Grayzone and Roger Waters, composer and co-founder of
Pink Floyd. In person event is sold out, but will be livestreamed at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmFWQTxtVY”
Oakland Jericho’s Political Prisoner Writing Sessions 7pm PST June 10
“Oakland Jericho’s monthly online events focus on Political Prisoners, their
cases, dedication to the community, and guidelines for writing to them.
On June 10th we will discuss and write to Ed Poindexter and Keith LaMar
(Bomani Shakur).
Please check our FB page for updates on new monthly sessions. For details
and event link see:
https://www.facebook.com/events/319181509602524/

Solidarity with Marius Mason and All Long Term Anarchist and Eco-Prisoners! June 11
“This year, as with every year, Fight Toxic Prisons would like to take some time to commemorate June 11th.
Historically, since the early 2000’s, June 11th has been a day to remember, stand in solidarity with, and renew
our commitment to liberation for long-term anarchist and environmentalist prisoners. We at FTP would like to
extend our commitment to any and all who suffer at the hands of the prison industrial complex, on June 11th
and every day. However, we would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the specific struggles of
environmentalist prisoners, those who are fighting for the very lifeblood of this planet.” For more info &
Support Guide see https://earthfirstjournal.news/prisoners/
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Daniel McGowan is creating rants and prisoner support! June 11
“I launched a patreon. You can find it at patreon.com/thetinyraccoon. In a nutshell, you can sign up and give as
little as $5 a month to support the political work I am doing.” Some projects I am involved in Certain Days:
Freedom for Political Prisoners calendar, NYC Books through Bars, Anarchist Black Cross Federation (ABCF), Eric
King Support Committee.” “Check it out and sign up if you like what is there. On the page, there is a short piece
about what I hope to do with it and why I set it up. Thanks for checking it out and hope you are well!’ See
https://www.patreon.com/thetinyraccoon
June 11th is the International Day of Solidarity with All Long-Term Anarchist Prisoners June 11
“In solidarity with June
11th and in the memory
of Stuart Christie, we're
offering a 50% discount
on all books sent to
political prisoners or to
books through bars
programs. Use coupon
code PRISON on our
website for the 50%
discount. This coupon
code will only expire
when all prisons and
police are abolished, so
please use it any time
you want to send books
to anyone locked up. Please provide the full address and any identification numbers in the shipping fields. Let
us know any special instructions in the order comments. See more things to keep in mind below and the 2021
call-out from June11.org. You can also donate your order to any books through bars programs such as the
Prisoners Literature Project. Please keep in mind that as institutions of punishment, most prisons will seek to
find reasons to refuse items sent to inmates.” “Try to choose titles that you think will stand a chance of actually
getting inside. For example, while it is a great book, Black Mask & Up Against the Wall Motherfucker! is almost
guaranteed to be refused entry. Also, if you are sending a book to an institution with whom you already have
experience, please let us know if there are any specific requirements for that prison in the comments field of
the order, and we will do our beat to accommodate them (i.e. some do not allow padded envelopes, tape, etc).
As a general rule, unless instructed otherwise, PM Press ships all orders sent to prisons in a padded envelope
but without tape or any other “extras” (free zines, stickers, brochures, etc) and they are rarely refused on
grounds of “improper packaging”. Lastly, please let us know if you would like your personal information
removed from the invoice that must be included with each order. It is not a problem to keep the sender
anonymous if desired. We know all this often seems like a lot of hassle, but it really can mean a great deal to
those locked inside. Knowing that one is cared for and not forgotten is a strengthening gift to receive.” "Against
another year of state encroachment, against the restriction of free movement under the auspices of “safety,”
against the continued brutalization of our friends in prison, we call for a renewal of solidarity on June 11, 2021:
International Day of Solidarity with Marius Mason & All Long-Term Anarchist Prisoners. For 17 years, June 11th
has been an occasion for celebration, mourning, and revolt. It has been a moment to breathe, to remember
those fallen and those in cages, to remind ourselves of why we remain committed to the Beautiful Idea of
anarchism. Through our letters, demonstrations, fundraising, and solidarity attacks we keep the beacon lit for
those who have given years of their lives for their conviction that the State is a horror against which we must
wager our lives." –June11.org ” See https://www.pmpress.org/
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Remember The Ancestors June 12

“MAAFA Sf Bay Area in conjunction with the International Coalition for the Commemoration of African
Ancestors of the Middle Passage (ICCAAMP) presents: Annual Virtual Global MAAFA Commemoration with
Libations and Prayers for African Ancestors. Saturday, June 12, 2021, 11:30 – 2:30 pm ET (8:30-11:30 AM PT).
PANEL DISCUSSION: Political Prisoners and Prisoners of War: Brother Jalil Muntaqim; Janine and Janet Africa,
MOVE 9; Jihad Abdulmumit, JERICHO; Paul Redd, CA Prison Hunger Strike.” See
https://www.remembertheancestors.com/ www.youtube.com/channel/UCmcgYMEk0DnPLRRLOsu15Ww
www.facebook.com/remembertheancestorsfacebook.com/maafabayarea
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Ramsey Clark Tribute this Sunday - Partial list of speakers June 13
“On Sunday, June 13, 2021, the International Action
Center will hold an online virtual Tribute to remember
Ramsey Clark’s legacy with his family members.
Ramsey Clark founded the International Action Center
in 1992 as a structure to oppose U.S. wars of
aggression and occupation, defend liberation struggles,
defend political prisoners. IAC militants joined Ramsey
Clark’s international delegations that defied the
blockade of Cuba, the war and sanctions on Iraq, the
U.S.-NATO war on Yugoslavia, the kidnapping of then
President Aristide in Haiti or joined the wave of
resistance then sweeping Latin America. Ramsey Clark
guided the production of hundreds of books, videos,
mass meetings, internet campaigns and demonstrations that the IAC organized with him. We are determined to
continue this vital work and to make available many of his books to a wider audience. Join us on Sunday, June
13, 2pm EDT / 11am PDT. Prerecorded and other tributes will include: Alice Walker – Novelist, Danny Glover Actor & activist, Jose Maria Sison - Chairperson Emeritus, International League of Peoples Struggles, Lamis Deek
- Al-Awda Palestinian Right to Return Coalition, Clarence Thomas - Million Worker March Founder, Mumia AbuJamal - Political prisoner and journalist, Gloria Rubac - Texas Death Penalty Abolition Movement, Abdeen Jabara
- Lawyer, retired, Center for Constitutional Rights, American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee, William
Camacaro - Bolivarian Circle, Johnny Achee - Co-founder, Arab Americans for Syria, Larry Holmes - Workers
World Party, Dianne Mathiowetz - International Action Center, Representatives from Cuba, Venezuela,
Nicaragua, Iraq, former Yugoslavia, and other activists. Sara Flounders and Monica Moorehead – Tribute comoderators” See https://iacenter.org/RamseyClarkTribute/ Register here:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_BUcV54t4RN6AZpePptjFRQ
Ralph Poynter: What's Happening Tuesday, June 15, 2021-Call in 1 (347)857-3293 @ 9-10pm ET June 15
“1. NEWS ANALYSIS - An anatomy of oppression requires an anatomy of colonialism/imperialism i.e. An
anatomy of the American Capitalist System: Ralph Poynter, Tom Siracuse, Joel Meyers, Gwen Goodwin, Nellie
Hester Bailey, Gil Obler
2. UPDATES --Political Prisoner Death Camps -Anne Lamb (NYC Jericho)
3. Liberation Poetry – NZINGA – in remembrance of Sister Lynne
*SPECIAL GUESTS* Don Fitz is a Green Party member since 1990, he is editor of the Compost-Dispatch
newsletter, published for the Green Party of St. Louis. He was the 2016 candidate of the Missouri Green Party
for Governor and its 2018 candidate for State Auditor. "Growing Up A Red Diaper Baby"-Gil Obler. IntroducingNZINGA & Liberation Poetry. *SPECIAL PACIFICA UPDATE*”
Bay View Presents Juneteenth in the Hood! June 19
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West Oakland Mural Project Presents “The Women of the Black Panther Party Mural” Juneteenth June 19

Leonard Peltier Freedom Ride 2021 June 21-26

“Freedom Ride 2021 will be leaving from Omaha going through Kansas City, Lexington, Charleston, and will be
in Richmond on the 19th. Five riders on horseback confirmed. There will be public events, a camp and people
are welcome to come. Afterwards they will head to the state capital in their regalia. It took about two months
from South Dakota to Florida last time. This time will only be about 15 days to be safer for the horses. David
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Hill will be one of the riders. People can go to DC on the 26th.There are also 8-10 bike riders for Leonard who
will join from Nebraska to DC to Richmond to speak about Leonard.” More info to Come!
The International Tribunal “In the Spirit of Mandela” coalition cordially invites you to our Third Webinar:
“Leading Up till Tomorrow!”: International Perspectives on Legal, Educational & Political Imperatives
to hold the US government Accountable and END Human Rights Violations NOW! June 22

To attend the webinar, register at:
https://www.crowdcast.io/e/international-tribunal/3
To get involved with and endorse the Tribunal: https://spiritofmandela.org/
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“Organizing and Rebuilding African Working Class through Pan-Africanism and Socialism,
a Collection of Essays” by Abdul Jabbar Caliph; Edited by Tomiko Shine. (Ongoing)
Order your Book Now!!

Email:abduljabbaressays@gmail.com
FB: https://www.facebook.com/booksforthemovement
Cost: $20 book, $5 Shipping

News, Articles, and Updates
The Nakba Continues May 14
As my grief and outrage mount at the predictable escalations of violence in Israel/Palestine, I once again marvel
at the chasms of misunderstanding and miscalculations in describing events as they unfold and the script that
frames most mainstream media reporting. (Recently, The New York Times is a notable exception.)
The both-sides-have-their reasons-but-Israel-is-the-victim stories follow an expected pattern. Israeli Jews, still
living in the shadow of the Holocaust, return to their rightful homes and then fight for every inch of what is
justly theirs. They are repeatedly faced with intractable Arab terrorists who attack innocent civilians and must
be crushed with all the might the Israeli military has at its disposal. Never Again! Add “barely human” Hamas
and Iranian militants, and armed and aggressive ultra-Orthodox Jews and settlers abetted by Israeli soldiers
defending God’s promises and marching defiantly through Jerusalem yelling “Death to the Arabs!” and we have
the narrative in place. The United Nations, a host of human rights groups, and the International Court protest,
suggesting various crimes against humanity, while Israelis wring their hands and cry foul. Victim again. The US
remains remarkably silent given that much of the weaponry is ours. Could both sides just de-escalate, please?
What is different this time?” See https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/05/14/the-nakba-continues/
Mothers of children who died in the MOVE bombing find no comfort in city discovery that human remains
were not destroyed May 15
“Three women whose children were killed in the MOVE bombing 36 years ago said they find no solace in the
city’s discovery of human remains that were declared destroyed earlier in the week. In fact, the women
expressed varying levels of outrage, incredulity, and bitterness in interviews at Cobbs Creek Park in West
Philadelphia on Saturday during a rally commemorating the event: “I don’t believe anything the city says, but I
know I’m insulted,” said Janine Phillips Africa, 65, who lost a son, Phil, 11. “Do you know what kind of trauma
they’re putting us through?” asked Janet Holloway Africa, 70, who lost a daughter, Delisha, 13. “We resent the
hell out of this situation,” said Consuewella Dotson Africa, who describes herself as “almost 70” and who lost
two daughters, Katricia, 13, and Vanetta, 11. It’s not known whether the remains belong to any of the children.”
See https://www.inquirer.com/news/move-bombing-remains-farley-mumia-abu-jamal-children-20210515.html
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From Baltimore to Palestine, occupation is a crime May 15
“From Baltimore to Palestine, occupation is a crime.” This, as Brandon Soderberg writes, “was one of many
chants heard back in 2015 during the Baltimore Uprising—a way of connecting the deep history of racism,
segregation, and brutal, boundary-enforcing police in Baltimore to the decades of Israeli occupation in
Palestine.” Six years ago, and for many years before that, this cry for solidarity among the oppressed was largely
drowned out by a fiercely unbreakable, power-serving consensus in media and politics, especially in the U.S.
This consensus has conditioned so many of us to, at best, ignore the plights of our fellow human beings in
Palestine and Baltimore whose full humanity is denied them every day, or, at worst, to believe ourselves that
this is what they deserve.” See https://therealnews.com/battleground-baltimore-from-baltimore-to-palestine
10-Page Rolling Stone Magazine Story on Aging in Prison, COVID & Parole Reform May 18
“Today, Rolling Stone Magazine published this 10-page feature story on aging in NY State prisons, COVID-19,
and our collective push to pass the Elder Parole and Fair & Timely Parole bills. Please amplify this important
piece far and wide using this social media guide as a means of demanding NY State lawmakers make parole
justice a reality this year. Please share the story and social media guide with your groups and networks. Let's get
it done, in 2021.” See https://www.rollingstone.com/covids-most-vulnerable-population-elderly-prisoners/
Stop gov’t targeting, spying on Black groups, open secret files and free jailed political prisoners, say panelists
May 18
“The List? A war on drugs. An advanced FBI spy plane used for surveillance of Baltimore, Md., protests after the
death of Freddie Gray after a police encounter in April 2015. A 2017-2019 FBI program focused on the threat of
a “Black Identity Extremism movement.” Black elder freedom fighters languishing in prison. Anti-protest laws
sweeping America today.” See https://new.finalcall.com/2021/05/18/cointelpro-2-0/
Professor Johanna Fernández of the Campaign to Bring Mumia Home May 20
Dear Friends: Please see the latest development in the case. The Superior Court of PA claims it has no
jurisdiction over the issues raised in the latest litigation in this case. Therefore this court has transferred all the
pending issues to the PA Supreme Court. The attached motion identifies everything that has happened in the
case since the Williams issue was filed, including the discovery of new evidence, the opening up of Mumia's
appeals as a result of the Williams litigation, Mumia's request to remand the case to the lower courts to
investigate the new evidence, and Maureen's intervention. The issues that the Superior Court is relinquishing to
the PA Supreme Court are these:
1. Mumia's open appeals
2. Request by Mumia's attorneys to remand the case to the Court of Common Pleas, to investigate the new
evidence found in the 6 boxes
3. Maureen's petition to intervene in Mumia's open appeals
View the PDF file here: https://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2021/05/20/18842660.php”
http://www.bringmumiahome.com.
State Supreme Court to hear latest Mumia Abu-Jamal case filings May 20
“The state Superior Court ruled Thursday that it lacked jurisdiction to hear Abu-Jamal’s latest challenge of his
conviction and life sentence for the 1981 traffic stop death of Officer Daniel Faulkner. The latest appeal filed by
Mumia Abu-Jamal and a related suit brought by the widow of the Philadelphia police officer he’s convicted of
killing will now go before Pennsylvania’s Supreme Court. The state Superior Court ruled Thursday that it lacked
jurisdiction to hear Abu-Jamal’s latest challenge of his conviction and life sentence for the 1981 traffic stop
death of Officer Daniel Faulkner. The panel also found the state's top court is the better venue for addressing a
plea by Maureen Faulkner to intervene in the case in opposition to Jamal’s bid for freedom. Neither side
opposed the transfer to the Supreme Court, the panel noted.
The ruling comes less than six months after the state Supreme Court rejected Maureen Faulkner's bid to
disqualify the city district attorney’s office from continuing to work on the matter. She sought to have the
attorney general’s office appointed to take over the prosecution. Maureen Faulkner has argued that District
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Attorney Larry Krasner and his aides have links to Abu-Jamal’s case that should have disqualified them and that
the office has not handled the case with due vigor. Krasner, a Democrat, has denied any substantial conflict
exists. The 67-year-old Abu-Jamal is arguing that his convictions must be reconsidered, especially in light of the
discovery by a DA’s office of previously undisclosed boxes of material in its files on his case. He is serving a life
sentence and, in the intervening decades, his claims of being unfairly convicted have drawn fervent supporters,
both in the United States and internationally.” See https://www.inquirer.com/news/philadelphia/mumia-abujamal-pennsylvania-supreme-court-20210520.html
When the Black Panthers and Young Lords Teamed Up to Fight Addiction with Acupuncture May 20
“Founded in 1970 in the South Bronx by an alliance between the Black Panther Party, the Young Lords, and
other revolutionary groups, Lincoln Detox was an attempt to provide alternative methods of drug addiction
treatment. This was just as Nixon’s War on Drugs was revving up, which was of course in fact a war on poor
people by other means — on one end it’s been alleged that intelligence agencies funneled drugs into
impoverished areas, while on the other end police incontestably used the presence of drugs as a pretense to
brutalize those areas. In between were underfunded, token efforts at care for addicts. Dope Is Death tells the
story not just of Lincoln Detox, but also of how that whole generation of activists and freedom fighters were
continually attacked by the state for trying to build a different, better world.” See
https://hyperallergic.com/647044/dope-is-death-documentary-lincoln-detox-black-panthers-young-lords/
Israel-Gaza cease-fire doesn't mean the IDF should be excused for striking health facilities May 21
Even if the fighting soon stops, not holding Israel to account for potential war crimes greenlights future heinous
attacks. In any war, the need for a safe humanitarian space is paramount. Not only are innocent civilians injured
in the crossfire of violence they are not party to, but preventing them from receiving effective care for their
wounds compounds their suffering. Even if Hamas militants were “in the unit for medical reasons” or “small
arms and ammunition” are found on the premises, the targeting of the clinic would still be considered a war
crime. Having worked as a doctor on the front lines during the war on the Islamic State militant group in Iraq, I
have witnessed firsthand the necessity of having a safe space to tend to patients fleeing war. The sound of U.S.
airstrikes, resonating across the camp as regularly as a beating drum, would shake the ground of our clinic on
the outskirts of Mosul.” See https://www.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/israel-gaza-cease-fire-doesn-t-mean-idfshould-be-ncna1268034
Horrific Stories of Neglect Heard in Hearing About San Quentin Prison COVID-19 Practices May 21
“Six incarcerated folks and a medical doctor from San Quentin State Prison gave their testimonies Thursday at
an evidentiary hearing in the case against the state prison and California Department of Corrections and
Rehabilitation (CDCR) during the COVID-19 crisis. And the testimony was damning. Judge Geoffrey Howard
presided over the hearing in San Marin County Superior Court where he heard of the unsanitary environment,
the mishandled transfer of COVID-19 infected people from California Institute for Men (CIM) to San Quentin
that resulted in an outbreak, poor working conditions, and mental health deteriorations of incarcerated people.”
See https://www.davisvanguard.org/2021/05/horrific-stories-of-neglect-heard-in-hearing-about-san-quentinprison-covid-19-practices/
Why Israel attacks media offices and targets journalists: To keep us in the dark May 21
“Israel's missile attack on media offices in Gaza City last weekend was successful. A gratifying response came
quickly from the head of The Associated Press, which had a bureau in the building for 15 years: "The world will
know less about what is happening in Gaza because of what happened today." For people who care about truth,
that's outrageous. For the Israeli government, that's terrific. AP president Gary Pruitt said, "We are shocked and
horrified that the Israeli military would target and destroy the building housing AP's bureau and other news
organizations in Gaza." See https://www.salon.com/2021/05/21/why-israel-attacks-media-offices-and-targetsjournalists-to-keep-us-in-the-dark/
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Flint family pushes for clemency for loved one who has served nearly 50 years in prison May 21
“A family is asking Gov. Gretchen Whitmer to grant clemency for a Flint man who has served nearly five decades
in prison. Horace Peterson, 68, was sentenced to life in prison in 1973 on a first-degree murder charge. However,
his family says he ”was in the wrong place at the wrong time” and would not have had such a harsh sentence if
the crime had occurred when laws changed seven years later. In 1973, Peterson, who was 18 at the time,
tagged along to a Flint music store with a friend, Nathaniel Porter. In an attempted robbery, Porter shot and
killed 20-year-old employee Laurie Snyder, according to MLive-The Flint Journal records.” See
https://www.mlive.com/news/flint/2021/05/flint-family-pushes-for-clemency-for-loved-one-who-has-servednearly-50-years-in-prison.html
Life without parole is replacing the death penalty, but the legal defense system hasn’t kept up. May 22
“Life without parole is replacing the death penalty, but the legal defense system hasn’t kept up. Nationwide,
almost 56,000 people are serving life-without-parole sentences, a number that increased by 66% since 2003.
But the legal defense system has evolved little to require minimum qualifications for lawyers who represent
people facing a lifetime behind bars.” See https://www.themarshallproject.org/2021/05/22/life-without-paroleis-replacing-the-death-penalty-but-the-legal-defense-system-hasn-t-kept-up
‘Israel’ to arrest 500 Palestinians over next 48 hours to “settle accounts” May 24
“Occupied Palestine (QNN)- Beginning today and over the next 48 hours, Israel has declared its intent to arrest
500 Palestinians living in the 1948-occupied Palestinian territories to “settle accounts.” The arrest campaign
entitled “Operation Law and Order” will be implemented by Israeli occupation forces against what it identified
as a “bank of targets.” According to a statement by Palestinian youth organizers, thousands of Israeli security
forces of all units and brigades, including the notorious border patrol and the reserve brigades, are being
deployed to execute this violent operation against Palestinian villages and cities.” See
https://qudsnen.co/?p=25216
A Century After The Race Massacre, Tulsa Confronts Its Bloody Past May 24
“It has been 100 years since the Tulsa Race Massacre — one of the worst episodes of racial violence in U.S.
history. An armed white mob attacked Greenwood, a prosperous Black community in Tulsa, Okla., killing as
many as 300 people. What was known as Black Wall Street was burned to the ground.
"Mother, I see men with guns," said Florence Mary Parrish, a small child looking out the window on the evening
of May 31, 1921, when the siege began. "And my great-grandmother was shushing her, saying, 'I'm reading now,
don't bother me,' " says Anneliese M. Bruner, a descendant of the Parrish family. But the child became more
insistent. "And so, my great-grandmother put down her reading and went to see what her daughter was talking
about. And indeed, the street was populated with people with guns," Bruner says. "Bullets were flying
everywhere, and they fled trying to reach safety at a friend's home."
Bruner is able to tell the harrowing story today because her great-grandmother Mary E. Jones Parrish, a teacher
and journalist, survived and documented the massacre in her self-published memoir, Events of the Tulsa
Disaster” See https://www.npr.org/2021/05/24/998683497/a-century-after-the-race-massacre-tulsa-confrontsits-bloody-past
When police use deadly “hogties” May 24
“He died like an animal.” The Justice Department warned local police back in 1995 about the dangers of
“hogtying” suspects by tying cuffed hands to bound feet behind their backs. The suspects, who are left prone
on their stomachs and unable to breathe, are in danger of death or injury. Despite these warnings, however,
some police officers still hogtie people, often without adequate oversight or training. Police in Aurora, Colorado,
for example, have “hobbled” roughly 350 people in the past five years. Since 2010, at least 23 people have died
as a result of being hogtied or hobbled in custody. In collaboration with NBC News, TMP’s Joseph Neff and
NBC’s Emily Siegel have our investigation.” See https://www.themarshallproject.org/2021/05/24/he-died-likean-animal-some-police-departments-hogtie-people-despite-knowing-the-risks
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The fight to whitewash US history: ‘A drop of poison is all you need’ May 24
At least 15 states are trying to ban schools from teaching critical race theory and the 1619 Project. The
reactionary movement stretches back to the 1920s and the KKK. On 25 May 2020, a man died after a “medical
incident during police interaction” in Minneapolis, Minnesota. The man was suspected of forgery and “believed
to be in his 40s”. He “physically resisted officers” and, after being handcuffed, “appeared to be suffering
medical distress”. He was taken to the hospital “where he died a short time later”.
It is not difficult to imagine a version of reality where this, the first police account of George Floyd’s brutal
death beneath the knee of an implacable police officer, remained the official narrative of what took place in
Minneapolis one year ago. That version of reality unfolds every day. Police lies are accepted and endorsed by
the press; press accounts are accepted and believed by the public.” See
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/may/25/critical-race-theory-us-history-1619-project
CLDC Files Civil Rights Suit On Behalf of Anti-Racist Political Prisoner Eric King May 25
“Eugene, OR —Today, the Civil Liberties Defense Center filed a federal civil rights lawsuit under Bivens v. Six
Unnamed Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 403 U.S. 388 (1971), the Federal Tort Claims Act, and
the Administrative Procedure Act, against the Federal Bureau of Prisons (“BOP”) and more than 40 of its
correctional officers. The lawsuit was filed on behalf of Eric King, whose constitutional rights have been
continually violated since 2018 in retaliation for his political and anti-racist actions while incarcerated.
The complaint alleges that BOP officers have collaborated with each other, and with white supremacist
prisoners, to target, harass, and assault Mr. King. Moreover, King has been held in solitary confinement (the
Special Housing Unit, or SHU) for over 1,000 days with no explanation or legal justification, in violation of BOP
and federal statutory policy. He is currently one of only 80 people who have been held in the SHU for more than
a year, let alone almost three years.” See https://cldc.org/cldc-files-civil-rights-suit-on-behalf-of-anti-racistpolitical-prisoner-eric-king
America’s Mistreatment of Black Children is Chronic and Casual May 27
“DiIulio warned that by the year 2000 an additional 30,000 young “murderers, rapists, and muggers” would be
roaming America’s streets, sowing mayhem. “They place zero value on the lives of their victims, whom they
reflexively dehumanize as just so much worthless ‘white trash,’" he wrote. But who was doing the
dehumanizing? Just a few years before, the news media had introduced the terms “wilding” and “wolf pack” to
the national vocabulary, to describe five teenagers—four Black and one Hispanic—who were convicted and
later exonerated of the rape of a woman in New York’s Central Park. “This kind of animal imagery was already in
the conversation,” said Kim Taylor-Thompson, a law professor at New York University. “The superpredator
language began a process of allowing us to suspend our feelings of empathy towards young people of color.”
The “superpredator” theory, besides being a racist trope, was not borne out in crime statistics. Juvenile arrests
for murder—and juvenile crime generally—had already started falling when DiIulio’s article was published. By
2000, when tens of thousands more children were supposed to be out there mugging and killing, juvenile
murder arrests had fallen by two-thirds.” See https://www.themarshallproject.org/2020/11/20/superpredatorthe-media-myth-that-demonized-a-generation-of-black-youth
California inmate's torture, beheading of cellmate was missed by guards, report says May 28
“Guards at a California prison didn’t notice that an inmate had allegedly tortured and decapitated his cellmate
in 2019, having reported that both men were alive after making their overnight rounds, according to a report.
The California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation conducted a substandard investigation and
delayed disciplining the guards, a new report from the state inspector's general office says, according to The Los
Angeles Times. In addition, one of the guards lied and key witnesses weren't interviewed during the
department’s investigation, the report claims. Inmate Jaime Osuna, 31, allegedly made a makeshift knife that
he used to behead Luis Romero, 44, in their cell in the early hours of March 9, 2019. He also allegedly removed
one of Romero’s eyes, a finger and part of one of Romero's lungs and cut the edges of his mouth to make it look
like he was smiling, the report says. Osuna was even wearing a necklace made out of Romero’s body parts
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when guards finally found him later that morning, the Times reported.” See
https://www.yahoo.com/news/california-inmate-apos-torture-beheading-072442232.html
UN to probe Israeli repression against Palestinians as a whole May 28
“On Thursday, the UN Human Rights Council passed a resolution establishing a permanent commission of
inquiry into Israel’s violations of Palestinian rights in all the territory under its control. The resolution was
adopted during a special session of the human rights body held in response to escalated Israeli repression and
rights abuses throughout historic Palestine. The 24-9 vote with 14 abstentions came on the heels of 11 days of
intensive Israeli bombing in Gaza that resulted in the deaths of more than 240 Palestinians, the majority of
them civilians. Ahead of the vote, Michelle Bachelet, the UN high commissioner for human rights, said that
Israel’s indiscriminate and disproportionate attacks against civilians “may constitute war crimes.”
Bachelet also decried rocket fire by Palestinian armed groups in Gaza, saying that they “fail to distinguish
between military and civilian objects,” and so their use “constitutes a clear violation of international
humanitarian law.” See https://electronicintifada.net/blogs/maureen-clare-murphy/un-probe-israelirepression-against-palestinians-whole
Imprisoned Anti-Fascist Activist Says Federal Guards Let White Supremacists Beat Him May 28
“One morning in early 2018, Eric King was awoken at 5 a.m. and taken out of his solitary confinement cell by
prison guards at the federal United States Penitentiary, McCreary, in Kentucky. King didn’t know the correctional
officers by name, having been recently transferred to the facility for unexplained reasons.
That morning, the guards had something to tell King, according to a civil rights lawsuit filed this week on his
behalf against the federal Bureau of Prisons and over 40 of its correctional officers. Members of a national
white supremacist gang active in the prison had, the guards allegedly said, made threats on his life.” See
https://theintercept.com/2021/05/28/bop-prison-white-supremacist-anti-fascist/
The state of Arizona is preparing to kill death row inmates using hydrogen cyanide, the same lethal gas that
was deployed at Auschwitz. May 28
Documents obtained by the Guardian reveal that Arizona’s department of corrections has spent more than
$2,000 in procuring the ingredients to make cyanide gas. The department bought a solid brick of potassium
cyanide in December for $1,530. It also purchased sodium hydroxide pellets and sulfuric acid which are
intended to be used to generate the deadly gas. The gas chamber itself, built in 1949 and disused for 22 years,
has been dusted off and, according to the department, “refurbished”. See https://www.theguardian.com/usnews/2021/may/28/arizona-gas-chamber-executions-documents
Canada: remains of 215 children found at Indigenous residential school site May 28
“A mass grave containing the remains of 215 Indigenous children has been discovered on the grounds of a
former residential school in the interior of southern British Columbia. The grim discovery at the former school
near the town of Kamloops was announced late on Thursday by the Tk’emlups te Secwépemc people after the
site was examined by a team using ground-penetrating radar. “We had a knowing in our community that we
were able to verify. To our knowledge, these missing children are undocumented deaths,” said Rosanne Casimir,
chief of the Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc, in a statement. Some of the remains belong to children as young as three
years old, but the causes and timing of their deaths are not yet known. “At this time we have more questions
than answers,” said Casimir.” See https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/may/28/canada-remainsindigenous-children-mass-graves
Newsom orders independent probe into Kevin Cooper's conviction May 28
“Gov. Gavin Newsom on Friday ordered a comprehensive, independent investigation into the case of Kevin
Cooper, whose high-profile quadruple-murder conviction three decades ago has been under intense scrutiny for
years. The investigation will review “the facts underlying the conviction” and “all available evidence” as well as
Cooper’s trial and subsequent appeals, a sweeping expansion of Newsom’s action two years ago when he
ordered additional DNA testing on evidence in the case. Newsom, in an executive order released Friday
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afternoon, appointed the international law firm of Morrison and Foerster to serve as special counsel to the
state Board of Parole Hearings and conduct the investigation. The inquiry is in response to Cooper’s pending
application to the governor for clemency and “claims of innocence.” See
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2021-05-28/independent-investigation-into-murder-conviction-ofkevin-cooper-ordered-by-newsom
Philadelphia Man Freed After 30 Years in Prison for Murder He Says He Didn’t Do May 28
“In the summer of 1992, Eric Riddick was sentenced to life behind bars for shooting and killing a childhood
friend—a crime he insisted he didn’t commit. On Friday, he walked out of a Philadelphia prison a free man, NBC
News reported. After rapper Meek Mill met Riddick while serving time at the same prison for a probation
violation, the star took up Riddick’s cause. In 2019, three Georgetown University law students agreed to
reinvestigate Riddick’s case, convincing Philadelphia District Attorney Larry Krasner to release files the
prosecution used to convict Riddick. Among them were reports indicating that Riddick was not the shooter,
along with exculpatory evidence that hadn’t been disclosed in court.” See https://www.thedailybeast.com/ericriddick-of-philadelphia-freed-after-30-years-in-prison-for-murder-he-says-he-didnt-do
Families of elderly convicts call for parole bill May 29
“Rochester families of longtime convicts are calling on lawmakers for change. The activists gathered at the
Rochester Public Market on Saturday urging the local state delegation to help pass elder parole bills. They say
there is a crisis of people dying in prison, and accuse the state's parole board of racism. "Disproportionately
impacted black and brown people who are usually board who are also themselves victims of child abuse and all
kinds of abuse," says Stanley Martin, a Parole Reentry Coordinator. "So we're trying to see the parole board to
get a fair chance to be seen as the human beings they are." See https://www.whec.com/rochester-new-yorknews/families-of-elderly-convicts-call-for-parole-bill/6125777/
Watchdog: Over 1700 arrested, 300 attacked in 1948-occupied cities May 29
“The Arab Emergency Committee on Friday said that it has documented over 1700 arrests and over 300 attacks
against native Palestinians or their properties during the latest tensions, Arab 48 reported. The watchdog added
that since the start of the Israeli authorities’ so-called “law enforcement” campaign, 100 native Palestinians
have been being arrested on a daily basis. On Friday, a statement by the Israeli police said that it has arrested
nearly 70 native Palestinians. It added that it has arrested 418 natives since the start of the recent ongoing
arrest campaign. The statement said over 2000 during the last two weeks and filed suits against nearly 175.”
See https://qudsnen.co/?p=25371
George Floyd, One Year Later. Police Are Still Killing People at the Same Rate as Before. May 30
“George Floyd’s murder, the ensuing mass protests, the renewed calls for police reform and the trial of the
former police officer convicted of his murder overshadow a staggering reality: The pace of fatal encounters with
police, who have killed about three people per day this year, is on par with last year’s daily average.
Through the first four months of the year, there have been just six days in which police across the United States
did not kill anyone. It’s a bracing reminder of how little has changed despite a pandemic and intense scrutiny of
policing practices in the 12 months since the world witnessed the Floyd killing in Minneapolis.” See
https://portside.org/2021-05-30/george-floyd-one-year-later-police-are-still-killing-people-same-rate
13 Palestinian journalists held in Israeli jails for covering Israeli violations, says PPS May 30
“The PPS said that two of the journalists, Zaina Halawani and Wahbi Makkia, were arrested on Friday and today
an Israeli occupation court refused an appeal to release the journalists, and a new trial will be held.
Halawani and Makkia were arrested by Israeli occupation forces in Jerusalem on May 28 and were placed in
administrative detention. The two were arrested in the East Jerusalem neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah where
they were covering and documenting Israeli forces and settlers violence against Palestinian residents who are
facing imminent Israeli threat of eviction in the neighborhood.” See https://qudsnen.co/?p=25410
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Rolf Kaestel robbed a Fort Smith taco shop with a water pistol; he’s served 40 years in prison and, again, is
asking for clemency May 31
“In February 1981, Rolf Kaestel robbed Senor Bob’s Taco Hut of $264 — armed with a toy water pistol. He’s
been incarcerated for 40 years for the crime. Kaestel was 29 when he robbed the place and he’ll turn 70 on
June 2. He was sentenced on June 5, 1981 to life in prison and a $15,000 fine for Aggravated Robbery in
Sebastian County. The man who managed the taco shop, and handed Kaestel the money during the robbery,
has recommended his release. Dennis Schluterman appealed to then-Governor Mike Beebe and made the
below YouTube video on October 29, 2014.” See video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0KWVdLSWE7c full
article here https://www.nwahomepage.com/news/rolf-kaestel-robbed-a-fort-smith-taco-shop-with-a-waterpistol-hes-served-40-years-in-prison-and-again-is-asking-for-clemency/
Lynching Lynchpin Links Racist Impunity From Tulsa To MOVE May 31
“Buried inside an embarrassing scandal now broiling Philadelphia, Pa are legacies from America’s despicable era
of lynching. The spark for the scandal in Philadelphia is revelations about morbid mistreatment of human
remains of Black victims from the horrific 1985 police bombing and burning in Philadelphia of the back-tonature group MOVE. During the lynching era, many who participated in murderous mob spectacles, frequently
mutilated the dead bodies of lynch victims, severing body parts to display in jars kept inside their homes like
trophies from an animal hunt. This current scandal over remains of MOVE members killed in 1985 erupted in
April 2021 after a whistleblower revealed that two anthropologists associated with the University of
Pennsylvania kept charred bones of two children murdered in that MOVE bombing for over three
decades…seemingly treating those remains like trophies.” See https://thiscantbehappening.net/lynchinglynchpin-links-racist-impunity-from-tulsa-to-move/
Report Documents 32,542 Police Killings in U.S. Since 2000 with Vast Undercount of People of Color June 1
“A major new report on police killings suggests far more people of color have died in police custody than
previously known. The report by the Raza Database Project and UnidosUS found that deaths of Latinos, Asian
and Indigenous peoples have been historically undercounted. Researchers documented the deaths of 32,542
people who have been killed by police since 2000, 60% of whom constitute people of color, who make up just
40% of the U.S. population.” See
https://www.democracynow.org/2021/6/1/report_police_killings_people_of_color
TULSA'S BLACK WALL STREET: THE MOST AMERICAN TALE June 1
“This year marks the 100th anniversary of the 18-hour attack known as the 1921 Tulsa race massacre. At least
300 people died from May 31 to June 1, 1921, as a white mob terrorized Black residents in the Oklahoma city,
looting and burning homes. A entire thriving community, at least 35 square city blocks, fell…” See
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/tulsa-race-massacre-100-years_n_60a574b2e4b0313547925c09
Philly Medical Examiner’s Office long mishandled MOVE remains – WHY June 3
“The 1985 bombing of MOVE headquarters, a rowhouse at 6221 Osage Avenue, remains one of the largest
stains on Philadelphia history. City officials killed 11 people, including five children, after police dropped
explosives on the home via helicopter and authorities let the fire burn. Thirty-six years later, four surviving
mothers of the youngest victims say even in death, their children can’t find peace. On two recent occasions,
Janine, Janet, Sue, and Consuewella Africa said they were shocked to learn how human remains of their family
members were treated and kept from them via a muddled chain of custody.” See
https://whyy.org/articles/how-the-philly-medical-examiners-office-mishandled-move-victims-remains-for-36years/
COVID-19 deaths slow in prisons June 3
“Since March 2020, The Marshall Project has been tracking how many people are being sickened and killed by
COVID-19 in prisons across the country and within each state. Here, we regularly update the numbers of people
infected and killed both nationwide and within each prison system until the crisis abates. By June 1, at least
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398,319 people in prison had tested positive for the illness, an increase of less than 1 percent from the week
before. Our understanding of the full toll of the pandemic on incarcerated people is limited by the Federal
Bureau of Prisons’ policy of removing cases and deaths from its reports in recent months. As a result, we cannot
accurately determine new cases in federal prisons, which have had more people infected than any other
system.” See https://www.themarshallproject.org/2020/05/01/a-state-by-state-look-at-coronavirus-in-prisons
The Slocum Massacre, like the massacre in Tulsa, “was kept alive for decades in the Black community long
after whites had erased it from the official record.” June 3
“Last week, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security issued a blanket memo warning that “upcoming
commemoration events associated with the 100th anniversary of the Tulsa Race Massacre in Oklahoma
probably are attractive targets for some racially or ethnically motivated violent extremist-white supremacists to
commit violence.” See https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-united-states-of-lyncherdom-didnt-end-with-tulsasblack-wall-street?ref=wrap
There have been at least 398,319 cases of COVID-19 among incarcerated people June 4
“There have been at least 398,319 cases of COVID-19 among incarcerated people since we started keeping
track more than a year ago. Of those, at least 2,697 have died. There have been over 113,000 cases among
prison staff, and at least 207 have died.” See https://www.themarshallproject.org/2020/05/01/a-state-by-statelook-at-coronavirus-in-prisons
Cops told him the First Amendment doesn’t apply, then they arrested him to prove it. June 4
“The arrest of a cop watcher by Texas police raises serious questions about the rights of citizen journalists and
the state of the First Amendment. The arrest of a cop watcher by Texas police raises serious questions about
the rights of citizen journalists and the state of the First Amendment. We examine the unlawful detention of
cop watcher David Boren within the context of the right to film police and to document the actions of public
officials. See https://therealnews.com/cops-told-him-the-first-amendment-doesnt-apply-then-they-arrestedhim-to-prove-it
Lakota Spiritual Leader Leonard Crow Dog Walked On at 79 June 6
“Chief Leonard Crow Dog (Sicangu Lakota), a highly
respected medicine man who served as a spiritual
leader during the American Indian Movement’s 71-day
siege of Wounded Knee on the Pineridge Indian
Reservation in 1973, began his journey to the spirit
world shortly after midnight Sunday at his home at
Crow Dog's Paradise on the Rosebud Indian Reservation.
He was 79.“It has sadly come to our attention that, at
approximately 12:40 am, Chief Leonard Crow Dog has
made his journey to the Spirit World. This is a huge loss
to the Indigenous community of Turtle Island and to the
American Indian Movement.” Philip Yenyo, executive
director, American Indian Movement of Ohio posted on
his Facebook page.” See
https://nativenewsonline.net/currents/lakota-spiritual-leader-leonard-crow-dog-walked-on-at-79 (Photo: Chief
Leonard Crow Dog speaking at Standing Rock forgiveness ceremony on December 5, 2016. Photo/Levi Rickert) (Retrieved from:
https://nativenewsonline.net/currents/lakota-spiritual-leader-leonard-crow-dog-walked-on-at-79).

Report: One Million Palestinians Detained by Israel since 1967 Naksa June 6
“Over one million Palestinians have been arrested by Israeli forces since 1967, according to estimates by civil
society groups released on Saturday. Three Palestinian organizations said in a joint statement they documented
over one million arrests of Palestinians, including some 17,000 cases concerning women and 50,000 concerning
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children. According to the Palestinian Society Prisoners Club, the Commission of Detainees and Ex-Detainees’
Affairs and the Prisoners’ High Council, around 5,700 people are currently held in Israeli prisons. Since 1967,
when Israel began its occupation on Palestinian land, 226 detainees have died inside Israeli prisons, including
73 due to torture and 71 due to lack of medical care.” See https://www.palestinechronicle.com/report-onemillion-palestinians-detained-by-israel-since-1967-naksa/
Activists in Canada topple statue, demand apology from pope amid reckoning over death of Indigenous
children at residential schools June 7
“Protesters on Sunday toppled a statute of Egerton Ryerson — one of the key figures behind Canada’s
residential school system, which separated some 150,000 Indigenous children from their homes — amid
growing anger over the Catholic Church’s refusal to issue an apology for its role in the abuse students faced.
The rally at Ryerson University in Toronto was organized in response to news last month that the remains of 215
Indigenous children had been found in the yard of a former residential school run by the Catholic Church in
British Columbia.” See https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2021/06/07/canada-residential-schools-popefrancis-egerton-ryerson/
Jail Populations Creep Back Up After COVID-19-Judges, prosecutors and sheriffs in many states sent people
home instead of to jail last year, but new data suggests the change is not lasting. June 7
“A bad habit that’s proven hard to break. After the first wave of COVID-19 cases last spring, there were about
185,000 fewer men and women in jail as officials tried to curb the spread of the virus. Lower arrest rates and
suspended court operations led to smaller jail populations. But since last summer, and especially now that
courts are reopening, those populations are rising again, to the dismay of justice reform advocates and others
who argue that many thousands behind bars don’t need to be there.” See
https://www.themarshallproject.org/2021/06/07/jail-populations-creep-back-up-after-covid-19
Native Water Protectors Test Treaty Rights Strategy as Line 3 Fight Escalates June 8
“Anishinaabe Water Protector Winona LaDuke paddles to the edge of Shell River at the grounds of her new
pipeline resistance camp at Shell City Campground in Minnesota’s Huntersville State Forest. Stepping out of her
canoe, she tells me she’s happy that I got into the water as I wade, pants rolled to my knees, in a shallow area.
She shows me and other recent camp arrivals a clam shell she collected from the riverbed. The shell is strong
and thick, she notes. It hasn’t gone soft from runoff.” See https://truthout.org/articles/native-water-protectorstest-treaty-rights-strategy-as-line-3-fight-escalates/
'In There To Die:' Astoria Mother Calls For Elder Parole Reform June 9
‘An Astoria mother, whose husband has been in prison for 33 years, calls on lawmakers to pass parole bills
before the session ends this week. Nawanna Tucker has lived in Astoria for more than 33 years, but her
husband of nearly two decades, Curtis, has never stepped foot in her home.” See https://patch.com/newyork/astoria-long-island-city/there-die-astoria-mother-calls-elder-parole-reform
Video footage show Israeli jailers assaulting Palestinians in Negev prison June 10
“Israeli guards brutally assaulted Palestinian prisoners in a notorious desert prison in Israel's Negev, footage
published by Haaretz on Thursday reveals. Security cameras documented the assault on 55 shackled Palestinian
prisoners linked to the Hamas movement, which was reportedly carried out on 24 March 2019. The footage
shows several Israeli guards throwing prisoners, one by one, to the floor, while swarming around them, kicking,
punching and beating them with batons.” See https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/israel-palestine-jailersassault-palestinians-negev-prison
‘Blindspotting’ TV series is a love letter to Oakland, women of color, and local filmmaking June 11
“Filmed partly in Oakland, the spinoff of the acclaimed movie makes its streaming debut on STARZ this Sunday.
When the film Blindspotting premiered in 2018, viewers got a chance to see Oakland and its residents through
the lenses of childhood friends Collin (played by Daveed Diggs) and Miles (Rafael Casal). The acclaimed film
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touched on incarceration, police brutality, gentrification, and belonging in the always-changing city of Oakland.”
See https://oaklandside.org/2021/06/11/blindspotting-tv-series-is-a-love-letter-to-oakland-women-of-colorand-local-filmmaking/
‘They let people die’: US prisons bureau denied tens of thousands compassionate release during Covid June
11
“The last time Sean McQuiddy called home from federal prison, it was just before Christmas in 2020, and he
had just tested positive for Covid-19. “If I don’t make it out of here,” his brother recalled him saying, “just know
that I love you.” McQuiddy was from Nashville, Tennessee, and was 23 years into a life sentence for selling crack.
The two dozen other defendants in his case had already gotten out, including his younger brother Darrell, who
had scored a reduced sentence a few years back. But due to a technicality, 54-year-old Sean wasn’t so lucky.
And when the pandemic hit, he was worried: he was overweight, with high blood pressure, asthma and other
breathing problems. In August, he had begged prison officials for compassionate release, citing the heightened
threat of the virus. But court records show the warden ignored his request.” See
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/jun/11/us-prisons-bureau-compassionate-release-covid

In the Spirit of Mandela Campaign
2O21’ IS THE YEAR TO FREE ALL U.S. HELD POLITICAL PRISONERS & POWS
FREE EM’ ALL: PRISONER ADVOCACY AND JUSTICE NEWS!
SPECIAL REPORT: MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 2021
In the Spirit of Mandela: International Tribunal On Human Rights Violations & U.S. Held Political Prisoners

New York City... Friday, October 22, 2021 – Tuesday, October 26, 2021
To: All Prisoner Advocacy Organizations, Campaigns & Individuals
From: National Jericho Movement - Spirit Of Mandela Coalition, Outreach Committee
Re: 2021 International Tribunal On Human Rights Violations & U.S. Held Political Prisoners
Greetings Friends, Families, Comrades & Supporters of U.S. Captured Freedom Fighters,
The “In the Spirit of Mandela” IT (International Tribunal) 2021 campaign was proposed by co-founder of the
National Jericho Movement Jalil Abdul Muntaqim. This initiative appeals to the international community,
including the International Commission of Jurists, to call for special hearings within the United Nations to
review the cases of Political Prisoners. In collaboration with interested others, much headway is being made
regarding organizing and media efforts. The campaign “In the Spirit of Mandela” has almost completed the
research, and the academic team will meet with the lawyers for an initial review of the condensed summary
points. Collaborating, attending working sessions, media prep, among other activities continue.
Set your calendars now: The International Tribunal on U.S. Human Rights Violations and Political Prisoners
(ITUSHRPP) is set to take place in October 2021.
We intend to document, in detailed evidentiary form and utilizing all available contemporary human rights
precedents, the gross violations faced by colonized people and those who have defended basic selfdetermination principles. But this will not be a narrow or dry legalistic affair. This people’s Tribunal is designed
to both educate and mobilize, so renewed fight back movements can emerge and be strengthened.
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We Are Aware That We Stand on Formidable Shoulders
In the 1940’s, W.E.B. DuBois first petitioned the newly-formed United Nations regarding the rights of U.S.-born
people of African descent; in the 1950’s Paul Robeson was one of a number who “Charged Genocide” against
the U.S. government to the global body. Minister Malcolm X’s formation in 1964 of the Organization of AfroAmerican Unity was part of a direct campaign to put the case of “the 22 million Black people who are the
victims of Americanism” before the Organization of African Unity and the U.N. On Human Rights Day 1978,
attorney Lennox Hinds— working on behalf of the National Conference of Black Lawyers, the Commission for
Racial Justice of the United Church of Christ, and the National Alliance Against Racism—petitioned the UN’s
Human Rights Commission, resulting in a team of seven international jurists investigating cases of gross
violations pertaining to U.S. political prisoners.
Throughout the 1980’s and 1990’s, Dr. Luis Nieves Falcon and a wide array of petitioners held a variety of
Tribunals in Europe, the U.S., and Puerto Rico, with verdicts indicating further abuses of the U.S. prison, police,
political, and military systems. And in 2014, the UN Human Rights Committee issued a report criticizing the U.S.
for 25 distinct violations of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. We are aware that the
people’s voice—including the voices of our long-incarcerated elders—must be heard!
Dr. Mutulu Shakur asserted the need for a U.S. process of truth and reconciliation, and many have begun to
discuss and implement grassroots forum for truth-telling, where witnesses listen and reflect upon voices “from
the margins” to organize for an end to structural and militarized state violence. Jalil Muntaqim has called for a
campaign “In the Spirit of Mandela,” where the international social
and political context which helped revise the Standard Minimum
Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners in 2015 be utilized in the case
of those incarcerated in the U.S. Our International Tribunal will call
for testimony from both sides of the wall, both on issues of the
torturous conditions of political imprisonment and on the root
colonial and neo-colonial conditions and repression which inevitably
lead to growing numbers of political prisoners. We will not separate
the work to free our prisoners with the work to free the land, and
for ultimate liberation of all.”
Get Ready for I.T. 2021! I.T. 2021 (International Tribunal October
2021). Please begin to prepare for the “International Tribunal” organized by the In the Spirit of Mandela
Coalition. At this date we solicit your assistance in the brainstorming, planning, and donating. We value your
input and what you do and have done for the movement and championing real issues impacting communities
across America, prisons, and people of color. The “In the Spirit of Mandela” initiative is the brainchild of
Jericho’s co-founder Jalil Muntaqim (Anthony Bottom). Hopefully, you will agree to assist, and if you do, please
feel free to engage at your own level of comfort and capacity.
Dates: Friday, October 22nd – Tuesday, October 26, 2021. Location: New York City (Venues TBA)
Formally indicting the United States government and its States with historical, systematic, and ongoing human
rights violations against people of color, working class people, and the planet! Outcomes Reparations
Establishment of People’s Senate International Solidarity Truth & Justice Commission to Free All Political
Prisoners.
Contact your local Representative or:
Jihad Abdulmumit, Outreach Committee Representative
jihadabdulmumit@gmail.com
https://spiritofmandela.org/
804-304-8595
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Get Ready for I.T. 2021!

Jericho meets virtually to work on the campaign “In the Spirit of Mandela/I.T. 2021”. Due to Covid19, our
meetings are online. For future meetings contact spirtofmandela1@gmail.com if you are interested in
becoming involved. We invite you to support this initiative. Everyone is encouraged to check out the website
http://spiritofmandela.org. In the Spirit of Mandela, activists across the country are urged to join and support in
whatever way they are able in political solidarity toward the building of the National Coalition for the Human
Rights of Political Prisoners”.

“It is said that no one truly knows a nation until one has been inside its jails. A nation should not be judged by
how it treats its highest citizens, but its lowest ones.” Nelson Mandela
“The government can become so elitist and concentrate on elitist interests. To help the government, you must
constantly hold its attention.” Winnie Madikizela-Mandela
The IN THE SPIRIT OF MANDELA coalition invites you to join our campaign to develop an International Coalition
to acknowledge, recognize and push for the release of US held Political Prisoners. The conditions under which
US political prisoners are forced to live, and the length of their sentences violates international law and the UN
Nelson Mandela Rules. In December 2015, the United Nations General Assembly adopted its landmark
resolution 70/175 entitled “United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (the Nelson
Mandela Rules”) (https://www.penalreform.org/priorities/prison-conditions/standard-minimum-rules/). These
Rules condemn the United States’ policies and practices of punitive solitary confinement, medical neglect and
long-term solitary confinement.
This particular international initiative stems from a call from co-founder of the National Jericho Movement to
Free All Political Prisoners, Jalil Abdul Muntaqim. Although efforts to present our issues in the international
arena certainly are not new—Malcolm X urged such in the 1960s—this Initiative begins with a much-needed
renewed energy, focus and commitment.
While constantly organizing and soliciting endorsers and sponsors, our first campaign objective was contacting
the International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) (https://www.icj.org) to initiate a formal investigation into the
holding of Political Prisoners in the United States. Representatives from the ICJ had come to the United States
before in 1979 to visit Political prisoners Sundiata Acoli and Ed Poindexter. Some forty years later these
prisoners still remain in prison. Ultimately, we hope to use this investigation to bring the following results:
• Generate international awareness and attention
• Implore the United Nation to convene a Truth and Reconciliation Tribunal to explore, expose and address
the social, economic, and political historic conditions of people of color, and particularly black people in the
United States, revolutionaries and movement organizations that struggle against these conditions, and the
government’s brutal and illegal response to those organizations and people resulting in the deaths and
incarcerations of hundreds
• Build political and legal pressure to call for the release of Political Prisoners
We realize that we have a difficult job ahead, but the more national and international solidarity we garner, the
greater the chances for victory. We hope you will join the campaign by 1. Agreeing to support by clearly identifying your organization and contact person;
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2. Providing your accurate email and phone number (We will keep you informed of developments of this
initiative); and
3. Partaking of the unique experience of collectively brain storming strategies to bring this struggle to
the international arena and to the United Nations.
Your input is valued at any level.
In Solidarity,
The National Jericho Movement
In the Spirit of Mandela Coalition
FREE ALL U.S. HELD POLITICAL PRISONERS!!!

Moving Forward
As we move towards accomplishing our goals, we seek to continue to form new alliances to help build a more
unified front both nationally and internationally. We look forward to expanding our scope of services as well as
increasing our dedicated members, especially reaching out to the youth to carry on the torch of justice for not
only our beloved freedom fighters who are now elders still in these dungeons, but also for those Political
Prisoners who are to come in the future-and surely, they will, given the escalating oppression and fascism thatis
swiftly seeping through every “right” in this country. Unless a sudden change permeates the power structures,
the number of political prisoners will grow. COINTELPRO is still alive and running many missives in which to
entrap those who oppose the tyrannical, oppressive & racism regime. Our hope is to unify the people who truly
want to move forward towards a better future for all, not just some—and to use the power of unified numbers
to stand as strong as a spider web against those who have chosen a destructive path to abolish human rights.
As our Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War are aging and too many have already died behind these dungeon
walls, it is imperative that we as a collective, continue to go even harder in the quest for their freedom. They
have been waiting patiently... for 30, 40, 50 years. As Jericho has withstood many obstacles in the past 20+
years, we are still here, and we will not fall back. We are relentless in bringing our beloved freedom fighters’
home. “For to be free is not merely to cast off one’s chains, but to live in a way that respects and enhances the
freedom of others.”―Nelson Mandela

Gratitude and Appreciation
It is with great gratitude that we express our sincere appreciation to you-our supporters. Without your help,
we could not accomplish all that we do for our Political Prisoner’s/Prisoners of War. From helping their families
visit them, to assisting with legal and medical needs, to putting monies in their commissary as well as providing
forums wherein we can hold events to educate others about our Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War, your
support helps make this possible. We know it, and our Political Prisoner’s/Prisoners of War know it as well.
There is power in the people, and this is where freedom lies. It is because of people such as yourselves, who so
graciously give of your time, your donations as well as your thoughts towards this cause, that brings us closer to
the day when we can finally say-They are Home at Last....Can you imagine? After sacrificing for the communitythe community is the one who brings them home. After languishing in a steel dungeon waiting for freedom for
decades, when that door finally swings open and they finally step into their family’s arms for good, it will be a
powerful day indeed.
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We are all links that join together as one. No act, no deed is too small. Together we are strong, powerful. We
just have to keep going-as they did back in the days when they were fighting the same old oppressive, racist
regime.
“Freedom can never be taken for granted. Each generation must safeguard it and extend it. Your parents and
elders sacrificed much so that you should have freedom without suffering what theydid. Use this precious
right to ensure that the darkness of the past never return.”―Nelson Mandela.
Thank you-for safeguarding and extending the fight for justice, freedom, and human rights. There is a light
down the way, it is called our children’s eyes. May they know a better world.
As you know, the obstacles to helping free our political prisoners are immense. It is to challenge the
superpower and its many facets. It is to fight repression through education, organizing, mobilizing, and creating
a movement that embraces freedom and dignity for all people and freedom for all Political Prisoners.

Your financial support at this time is needed for Jericho’s continued work and effectiveness.
If you cannot support financially, please do continue to read our newsletters, share them widely, tell others
about our Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War-volunteer to help us if you can, for everything matters and no
sincere deed is left unnoticed. We are the ones, for a prisoner’s options are limited, we have the key, we just
have to figure out together, how to unlock those doors.

Free all Political Prisoners!
In Struggle and Gratitude, The National Jericho Movement

Steering Committee
Advisory Board
1. Chair: Jihad Abdulmumit ..................................................................... 1. Paulette Dauteuil
2. Vice Chair: Frank Velgara .................................................................... 2. Anne Lamb
3. Secretary: Adam Carpinelli .................................................................. 3. Kazi Toure
4. Treasurer: Ashanti Alston .................................................................... 4. Jorge Chang
5. Fund Raising Chairperson: A’isha Mohammad.................................... 5. Tekla Ali Johnson
6. Dragon Fire Newsletter Editor: A’isha Mohammad
Please consider signing up to be a being a Monthly Sustainer!
Your Generous Contributions Help Us Provide Real Support to our Political Prisoners!
___ $25 ___ $50 ___$75 ___$100___$250 ___$ Other___
There are two ways to donate:
Please make non-deductible donations to:
National Jericho Treasury
Mail to: “Jericho Treasury/Michael Alston”
Ashanti Alston
162 Miller Ave,Providence, R.I. 02905

For tax deductible receipt, send donations to:
Please make the check out to: IFCO/Jericho
Mail to: IFCO/Jericho, PO Box 1368
Orange, New Jersey 07051-1368

Or visit our website at: http://www.thejerichomovement.com/donate and click our “donate” button.

